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1 INTRODUCTION
In this annual report on the year 2013, the Mercator European Research
Centre on Multilingualism and Language Learning is looking back on its
activities and will present its ambitions for the future. From its origin in 1987,
the focus of Mercator in the beginning was to be found in documentation and
information of Regional and Minority Languages (RML) in the European
Union. Nowadays, the Mercator Research Centre is more oriented to research
with a clear focus on multilingualism and language learning specially linked to
Regional and Minority Languages in Europe and beyond. Mercator has an
open eye for other developments in the field of multilingualism, such as sign
languages and immigrant languages. The interest in the diversity of
languages in Europe is expressed first of all in Mercator’s assessment of
indigenous, regional and minority languages. Second, in language teaching in
formal and informal settings and third, in a growing need for reliable data and
comparative research. Mercator serves as a platform in Europe, it brings
people together to share knowledge, exchange experiences and good
practices and it connects scientists with practitioners, politicians and policy
makers. All together these functions are of major importance for Mercator to
fulfil its mission, received by the local authorities with flair: “bring Fryslân to
Europe and Europe to Fryslân”.
The activities of the Mercator Research Centre have the following four
components:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Knowledge Acquisition and Inventory: Mercator focuses on existing
research on multilingualism in the Netherlands and collaborating
institutes in Europe. It collects and stores findings, policies and
practices in the domain of regional and minority languages and
multilingual education, both on paper and digitally.
Knowledge Transfer and Dissemination: Mercator transfers knowledge
in various ways:
Knowledge Use and Application: The expertise of Mercator is applied
by professionals in the multilingual practice in pre-school development,
in innovations in language education, in pedagogical concepts in
multilingual teaching and language acquisition and in overall language
policy and planning. Mercator also advises in issues of multilingual
education with respect to schools, trainer-institutes and school boards
and to local and regional government agencies.
Knowledge Creation / Scientific Research in a theoretical (theory
construction and testing) and empirical (data gathering) sense. The
above-mentioned expertise of Mercator will result in conducting
scientific research at its own institute and in collaboration with
universities and other academic research centres. This research will be
carried out with standard scientific methods and techniques such as
surveys, experiments, and case studies and will be used as a tool for
knowledge acquisition, knowledge application and knowledge
circulation as well as other related knowledge activities.
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1.1 Brief history
In 2007 funding obtained from both the Province of Fryslân and the
municipality of Ljouwert/Leeuwarden gave the Mercator Research Centre a
firm financial basis. The Mercator Research Centre also signed a research
contract with the Basque Autonomous Community (November 2007) for the
period till 2012 and later on for the period 2012 – 2015. The centre obtained
new EU-funding for a Mercator Network project called LEARNMe (20132015).
Thanks to this financial security the Mercator Research Centre was able to
expand and realise its ambitious goals. For example by participating in
various EU-funded projects and networks, as well as acquiring research
projects from other sources.
1.2 General description
The Mercator Research Centre is part of the Fryske Akademy and is based in
Ljouwert/Leeuwarden. The Fryske Akademy is a multidisciplinary institute
whose main task is to conduct fundamental and applied scientific research in
the areas of the Frisian language, its culture, its history and society. The main
expertise of the Fryske Akademy concerns fields of social sustainability,
education, language sociology, language systems in multilingual societies,
and regional culture and identity in a comparative perspective. On these fields
the Akademy delivers high qualitative and innovative achievements with a
clear social relevance.
The Mercator Research Centre aims at the acquisition and creation,
dissemination and application of knowledge on various aspects of language
vitality and multilingualism in a wide context. Therefore the Mercator
Research Centre:




gathers and mobilises expertise in the field of language learning at
school, at home and through cultural participation in favour of linguistic
diversity of Europe;
is an independent and recognised reference centre for policy makers
and professional workers in the field of multilingual education and
language learning;
addresses the growing interest in multilingualism and the increasing
need of language communities to exchange experiences and to
cooperate in a European context. The starting point of research lies in
the field of regional and minority languages. Yet, immigrant languages
and smaller state languages are also topic of study.

The Mercator Research Centre focuses on research, policy and practice in
the field of multilingualism and language learning. Its activities can be divided
in research, documentation services, applying results of research,
(international) events and (joint) projects. Documentation services are a
continuation of services such as the library, a database of experts and
organisations and the answering of incoming questions. Research projects
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are usually externally funded. They are a good way for the Mercator Research
Centre to further improve its reputation in the field.
1.3 Current state and ambitions
Since 2007 Mercator / Fryske Akademy and the Basque ministry for
Education and Research work together. The agreement for co-operation has
been extended for another 4 years (2012 – 2015). The new project is aiming
at research and the organisation of international expert seminars. Its research
aimed at the multilingual classroom in the society of the Basque Country as
well as in Fryslân. In 2013 the focus of research shifted towards “ethno
cultural dimension of school curricula in primary and secondary education”
Through the years the Mercator Research Centre achieved an increasing
reputation as a reliable project partner in the field of multilingualism in Europe.
This results in an increasing amount of special requests for expertise,
conference (key) presentations and to become partner in projects, etc. The
high profile of the Mercator Research Centre’s activities and the good
reputation it gained in Europe and beyond also has a positive side effect for
the Province of Fryslân and the municipality of Ljouwert/Leeuwarden.
As one of the research centres in the city of Ljouwert/Leeuwarden the
Mercator Research Centre strengthens the position of the city and its
universities for applied sciences as the future hotspot of new knowledge and
technologies within the University Campus Fryslân (UCF). In particular, the
Mercator Research Centre is improving the expertise of all professionals with
regard to language learning and linguistic diversity.
For the Province of Fryslân and the municipality of Leeuwarden, the Mercator
Research Centre is a window to Europe. In that sense it is not only acting as
an ambassador for Fryslân in Europe, but also providing Frisian partners with
the inspiration of best practice examples in the field of multilingualism from
across Europe.
More about the ambitions of the Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning can be found in Appendix I.
In 2013 the Mercator Research Centre hosted several (inter)national
conferences. The staff members have also been active participants and
presented their work at numerous events across Europe and even further.
Other activities of the Mercator Research Centre include its own Network of
Schools and the publication of Regional Dossiers, which give detailed
descriptions of the actual language situation in multilingual regions in Europe,
in particular with regard to education. Moreover, the Mercator Research
Centre is an active member of the Civil Society Platform on Multilingualism,
created by the European Commission in the end of 2009 and which mandate
has been extended in 2012 by the EC. In October 2012 the provincial minister
Mrs. Jannewietske de Vries has been elected as president of the NPLD
(Network to Promote Linguistic Diversity, see also paragraph 3.2), a Europe
7
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wide network that receives co-EU funding. Hosting two of the main
institutions/networks dealing with multilingualism and minority languages in
Europe creates a strong position for Fryslân. Mercator and the NPLD
complement each other in a constructive way. Background of the Mercator
Research Centre lies in academic research and NPLD has a strong
background in policy. The Mercator Research Centre maintains close and
good relations with the NPLD and foresee also good and fruitful co-operation
in the coming years.
1.4 Preview
The Fryske Akademy wants to strategically further develop into a ‘laboratory
Fryslân’ which will bring the Frisian case effectively out in the open for the
regional, national and international scientific community.
Four years ago the province of Fryslân started an initiative called the
University Campus Fryslân (UCF) to endorse the academic/university,
educational and research culture in Fryslân with one of the hotspots being
“multilingualism”. The UCF will consist of a research school and will offer a
number of master degrees, in co-operation with universities. In 2013 a
number of AIO’s have been appointed in the research school. Mercator is
involved in this development, which also includes a university research master
on multilingualism.
This report will not provide an exhaustive list of all activities carried out, but
will highlight the activities most noteworthy. In the coming paragraphs these
activities will be described.
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2. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
2.1 Research projects
Mercator has, amongst others, carried out the following (ongoing) research
projects in 2013:
 FRY-EUS with the Basque Country
 More Languages, More Opportunities
 Language Vitality
 Valorisation of knowledge and self-evaluation
In the next paragraphs these projects are presented.
2.1.1 FRY-EUS
The Fryske Akademy, through the Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning, carried out the project that has been
designed as part of the activities for the second multi-annual contract.
Mercator carries out the project, known as the FRY-EUS project. The
acronym refers to the codes of the Frisian (FRY) and the Basque language
(EUS), the minority languages of the regions of investigation. The dominant
languages in these two regions are Dutch and Spanish respectively. The
general objectives of the multi-annual research project are to analyse
bilingualism and multilingualism as a resource for the individual and society
and as a resource at school. In both the BAC and in Fryslân teachers play a
key role in the context of learning languages inside the multilingual classroom
where students have different language backgrounds and where the students
are learning their home language, as well as a second and a third language.
The research team is based in Ljouwert and Donostia. By electoral
circumstances the agreement 2013 started in July 2013. For 2013, the team
in Ljouwert consisted from July onwards of two researchers. In Donostia the
team consisted of one researcher from May onwards. The project leader is
based in Ljouwert. The teams are supported by a senior researcher
(functioning as an advisory board). The teams have worked independently
from each other but in basic parallel lines carrying out the same work, both
focusing on their own region. Also joint work is defined, consisting of project
meetings and school visits.
FRY-EUS in 2013
The 2013 research proposal focused on the specific ethno cultural dimensions
of the education curricula both in primary and in secondary levels. In addition
within the framework the expert seminar ‘The Ethno cultural Dimensions in
education’ was organised and held in October 2013 in Ljouwert. Three reports
that should have been finished early 2013 could be completed after the
delayed start in in July 2013.
The research activities of the second and the third report: ‘Teacher didactics
used in English language lessons in Friesland and the Basque Country’ and
‘Learning English in of Friesland and the Basque Country: Attitudes,
Motivations and Language Use’, were conducted simultaneously. The same
schools in the Basque Country and in Friesland were used for both studies. In
9
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both regions the researchers distributed the diaries to the pupils at the
beginning of the classroom observation period. The diaries have been filled in
by the pupils who were taught during the class room observations: direct
observations inside the classrooms; indirect observations by means of
language diaries filled in by the pupils themselves in order to obtain a more
complete picture of the use of English. Pupils have been answering questions
about attitude and motivation towards their language use. Unfortunately this
questionnaireit did not yield useful results. Both, inside and outside the
school-context, have been combined in one report, instead of the intended
separate reports, mentioned in the Initial Report. The data on English
language use inside and outside school is reflected in the ‘new’ report: ‘The
Characteristics of the Didactics of English Language Teaching in Secondary
Education and the Exposure to and Use of English outside school: A
Comparison of the Province of Friesland and the Basque Country’.
The research, done in 2012, also had to be reflected in a report in 2013: The
multilingual classroom in primary education in the Basque Country and
Friesland: beliefs of teachers and their language practices.
The new project ‘The ethno cultural dimension of the curriculum’ deals with
the specific language and literature; history and geography; culture and
society (former and actual ones); arts (music, singing, dancing); games and
sports; technology and technicalities; demography (regional, provincial and/or
local distribution age pyramids) and demo linguistics; urbanisation and natural
areas; regional organization of institutions in each specific language
community or its referential ethno cultural aggregate. Information was
collected from parallel experiences in Europe by contacting
specialists/correspondents, through a questionnaire, designed by the
Department of Education, Universities and Research in the Basque Country.
Responses were received from 15 regions in Europe. The first outcomes were
brought together and presented. Also the contributions to the Expert Seminar
were resources for thinking about the practical design of the forthcoming
research.
Research activities
For the 2013 contract: The Frisian part of the team has carried out exploratory
research, including the questionnaire, designed by the Department of
Education, Universities and Research in the Basque Country. The
questionnaire was adapted and results were analysed. An exploration of
Ethno cultural Dimensions has been written.
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Publications FRY-EUS 2013
Written language competence in three languages in the school context: A
Comparison of the Province of Fryslân and the Basque Autonomous
Community
Authors: Jildou Popma, Eli Arocena
The Characteristics of the Didactics of English Language Teaching in
Secondary Education and the Exposure to and Use of English outside school:
A Comparison of the Province of Friesland and the Basque Country
Authors: Eli Arocena, Jildou Popma
The Multilingual Classroom: the educational value of various aspects of
multilingualism in the classroom in the BAC and in Fryslân.
Authors: Eli Arocena and Durk Gorter
Team meetings
The researchers of the Frisian team have held meetings with the Frisian team
on a weekly or fortnightly basis. In the first six months of 2013 meetings with
the entire Basque-Frisian team were cut off by the interruption of the ongoing
contract. The first Basque-Frisian meeting could therefore be held in Ljouwert
on September 6th. Progress and planning were discussed. A second meeting
was held during the Expert Seminar in October in Ljouwert. In addition, the
Basque researcher stayed two days after the seminar in order to co-act with a
Frisian researcher on two reports. A third Basque-Frisian meeting was held on
29th of November in Ljouwert. The new research ‘Ethno cultural Dimensions’
was discussed.
Expert seminar 2013
The FRY-EUS team attended the Expert Seminar ‘Ethno cultural Dimensions
in education’, held in Ljouwert (October 23-25).
Future steps
The new research ‘Ethno cultural dimensions in Education’ has to be provided
with a detailed research plan and the design of research methods. Conducting
the research in several European regions will take place in 2014.
2.1.2 More Languages, More Opportunities
‘More Languages, More Opportunities: A Papiamentu – Dutch language
development project’ is a research and intervention project which started in
2009. Netherlands Antillean mothers in Leeuwarden and Rotterdam are
encouraged to use both Papiamentu and Dutch in their daily lives. Moreover,
language coaches who visit the families at home, offer guidelines on how to
use both languages in a development enhancing way. Goals are: 1) to
improve the (bilingual) language use of mother and child, 2) to stimulate the
warm and linguistic interaction between mother and child, and 3) to improve
the parental beliefs the mother has about her own influence in child language
development. The materials used in the families are 12 specially developed
bilingual books. Main character in the books is Tomke, a toddler who
11
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experiences all kinds of adventures. Also, hand puppets, games and a
website are used. The materials are developed by the organisation promoting
Frisian language, Afûk. After the completion of the intervention project in
2011, in 2012 and 2013 the research part received more attention.
More Languages, More Opportunities in 2013
In 2013, ‘More Languages, More Opportunities’ focussed on analysing data
for the scientific research and on processing the data into articles and
chapters for the PhD thesis. The first part of the research, including an indepth analysis of the implementation of the intervention is taken as a starting
point for the interpretation of the intervention outcomes. This chapter, as well
as the article concerning the parental beliefs of the Antillean mothers were
already delivered in 2012. In 2013, two other chapters were finalized. These
include one chapter concerning the mutuality in the mother-child interaction of
the families involved in ‘More Languages, More Opportunities’, and one
chapter combining the constructs parental beliefs, mutuality and language
use. Furthermore, an introduction chapter including the intervention set-up
and a concluding chapter which offers a discussion as well as a summary of
the most important outcomes complete the PhD thesis.
The most important outcomes of the research were that relations were
found between the amount of participation in the intervention, positive
affection and the proportion of the conversation of the child. In addition,
children from families who took part in more home visits were more lexically
diverse. This seems to lead to the conclusion that the intervention had worked
partially. However, several context and research design conditions impeded
the interpretation of the outcomes. On the other hand the study demonstrated
the importance of combining group and process data, which can be applied in
many (intervention) settings. Concerning the language aspect of the
intervention, the participants showed a strong preference of speaking Dutch to
their children, even when their primary language was Papiamentu and both
languages were stimulated equally in the intervention.
Next steps
Nienke Boomstra hopes to defend her PhD thesis on the 3rd of March, 2014.
As the intervention concerns, there is an initiative in Rotterdam which
continues the intervention with some changes, such as a shorter duration and
including volunteers as language coaches.
Presentations
25-3-2013 presentation at the Free University of Brussels (VUB), workgroup
about languages (werkgroep over taal). Title presentation: Parental beliefs of
Antillean mothers: Stability of the construct and comparison with monolingual
Dutch group.
17-4-2013 expert session concerning the Antillean community in the
Netherlands in Rotterdam, participation in round table session.
6-9-2013 presentation at the Akademydei in Ljouwert. Title presentation: Mear
taal, mear kâns: In meartalich project foar Antilliaanske gesinnen (More
languages, more opportunities: A multilingual project for Antillean families).
12
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Publication
The publication of the parental beliefs study has appeared in the printed
journal in 2013: Boomstra, N.W., Van Dijk, M., Jorna, R. & Van Geert, P.
(2013). Parent Reading Beliefs and Parenting Goals of Netherlands Antillean
and Dutch Mothers in the Netherlands. Early Child Development and Care,
183 (11), 1604-1624. Doi: 10.1080/03004430.2012.744005.
2.1.3 Language Vitality
In 2013 the project Language Vitality has started with a new research about
language use on social media. In May Lysbeth Jongbloed-Faber was
appointed for this project. The focus of the research lies on Frisian teenagers
between 14 and 18 years.
Twitter research
On April 18th 2013 the campaign Praat Mar Frysk organised a Frisian twitter
day. On this day almost 10,000 tweets were sent with the hashtag #frysk. The
tweets came from over 25 countries. The research focused on the tweets of
50 teenagers who participated at the Frisian Twitter day. The 50 tweets before
the Twitter day, the tweets on the Twitter day and the 50 tweets were
analysed, in total over 6,000 tweets.
The analysis shows that on regular days, just over 10% of the tweets were in
Frisian and 65% were in Dutch. On the Frisian Twitter day 53% was in Frisian
and 29% in Dutch. Although the Twitter day has a strong upwards effect on
the use of Frisian in tweets, it does not seem to have a long lasting effect. For
more information, refer to Table 1.
Table 1. Language use of Frisian teenagers in tweets (n=6,019)
Language
Mostly
Frisian
Mostly Dutch
Mostly
English
Other

Before Twitter
day
12%

On Twitter
day
53%

After Twitter
day
13%

65%
8%

29%
4%

63%
8%

15%

14%

16%

Variables of influence on language choice are the type of tweet and gender.
The share of Frisian is highest in addressed messages. On regular days 25%
of the tweets are in Frisian. On the Twitter day the share doubles to almost
half. The use of Frisian in the other type of messages booms from below 10%
to over 50%. Also see Table 2.
Table 2. Share of Frisian tweets per type of message (n=6,019)
Type of message
Before Twitter
On Twitter
After Twitter
day
day
day
Public self-generated
8%
53%
9%
messages
Addressed messages (@)
25%
47%
26%
Retweets
4%
58%
4%
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In the analysed sample, the male teenagers tweet much more in Frisian than
their female counterparts. In Table 3 the percentages have been displayed.
Table 3. Share of Frisian tweets, difference in gender (n=6,019)
Type of message
Before Twitter
On Twitter
After Twitter
day
day
day
Male (n=24)
16%
61%
18%
Female (n=26)
9%
42%
9%
Also, the Frisian language use has been analysed. The following conclusions
can be drawn:
1. Often phonetical spelling
 /ɔ/ written as o instead of a: mon (man), dot (dat), ol (al)
 silent letters omitted: wost (wolst), kist (kinst), dost (dochst)
 ‘broken’ diphtongs: jer (hear), skwalle (skoalle), gjit (giet)
2. Use of Dutch-isms
 Lexical Dutch-isms such as erch (= slim) or vriendintsje (= freondin)
 Syntactic Dutch-isms such as Heit powerpoint litte sjen (= Heit
powerpoint sjen litte)
3. Dialect instead of standard language
 harre, hewwe (hawwe)
 mut (moat), fut (fuort)
 hij, wij, mij (hy, wy, my)
4. Twitter language and acronyms
 sws (sawysa, sowieso)
 ff (’effe’, efkes)
 gm (goodmorning/goeiemoarn)
 btw (by the way)
 1en (‘ienen’)
5. Code switching
 Ik kin de kneepjes von 't vak onderhands wol
 Dus jim hawwe nog een wieke von dot dodelijk saaie examen training?
 Seker fja herhaling vatbaar.
Extensive research among teenagers
In autumn, we also started an extensive research among Frisian teenagers by
means of a questionnaire. Through secondary schools, teenagers were asked
to fill in a questionnaire in the classroom.
In the questionnaire, the teenagers were asked to share information about:
 Demographic background
 Frisian as mothertongue
 Attitude towards Frisian
14
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Language use in different contexts
Use of social media
Language use on social media

In total, the answers of over 2,000 teenagers have been collected.
Presentations
September 12th: scientific presentation ‘Language use on social media by
Frisian adolescents’ at the Conference Multilingualism: The Key Debates in
Leeuwarden.
October 18th: scientific presentation ‘Social Media in Bilingual Environments:
Online practices of Frisian/Dutch teenagers’ at the two-day international
Workshop ‘Revisiting, reanalysing and redefining research on linguistic
diversity: media, education and policy’ in Aberystwyth.
December 16th: presentation ‘Language use of Frisian/Dutch teenagers on
social media’ at the Fryske Akademy for Master Students Multilingualism.
Plans for 2014
In March 2014, a report will be presented to the Province of Fryslân and the
participating schools on the research about language use on social media by
Frisian teenagers. Another goal is to publish one or more articles about the
research in scientific magazines. With support of the Province of Fryslân we
hope to be able to continue this important research about language use on
social media further into 2014 and 2015. The most important aim will be to
extend the cooperation in this type of research, both in Fryslân (with the
campaign Praat Mar Frysk) and internationally.

2.1.4 Knowledge valorisation and self-evaluation
These are dynamic times for the Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning. The knowledge valorisation of the
past 25 years has resulted in a good reputation, especially in Europe. But
various developments have led to the wish to evaluate the work and core
tasks of the Mercator Research Centre.
Developments that currently play a role are the particular focus of the
University Campus Fryslân on research within the so-called ´hotspot´ of
multilingualism and the successful candidature of Ljouwert for European
Capital of Culture 2018, in which multilingualism plays an important part.
Within Fryslân the provincial government’s international ambitions in the form
of its presidency of the Network to Promote Linguistic Diversity (NPLD) are
relevant. Furthermore, in 2014 a new European budgetary period will start
with new themes and new funding programmes for education and research,
which will force Mercator to critically review its own research focus.
All in all, there is good reason to carefully review our own work, talk to
partners, and explore new opportunities. This study has been carried out in
spring and summer 2013 with financial support from the city of Leeuwarden
and the Province of Fryslân.
15
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In order to evaluate the activities and explore new ones, information and
feedback is needed. The methodology chosen was to send out an online
questionnaire and to hold interviews with stakeholders within Mercator’s field.
The outcomes of the questionnaire show that the activities of Mercator are
well evaluated (especially the newsletter and the conferences) and that the
respondents appreciate the current range of activities offered. Not all
respondents are equally familiar with all activities (presence on social media),
so that is an area that might be improved further.
Besides, the questionnaire gives insight into Mercator’s target audience,
which mainly consists of European researchers between 45 and 64 years of
age.
The interviews have yielded several new ideas. Our partners appreciate the
added value of Mercator’s scientific qualities and its international network.
They would also like to contribute and share their thoughts about future
activities.
These results will feed into the development of a long-term vision for Mercator
2020 that will shape the future.
2.1.5 New project LangOER
In 2013 a project application on LangOER was initiated, where the Mercator
Research Centre/Fryske Akademy was supposed to be a partner. The title
stands for Languages and OER (Open Educational Resources) for less widely
used languages. In September 2013 it became clear that the project coordinator could not fulfil its task. Therefor a request was written by the
consortium if Mercator could take over this co-ordinators role. This shift of
roles was successful and accepted by amendment of the EU. The LangOER
project will start in January 2014 with 9 partners including the FA.

2.2 Project application not granted
2.2.1 INFORM
Young parents make (consciously or unconsciously) a language choice for
their children. Parents face such language choice moments at birth, entry to
day care and entry to school.
The INFORM project seeks to provide parents with basic information about
bilingualism and raising children with a minority language. The multilingual
regions involved in the project all deal with this issue and have in one way or
another experience with initiatives to assist parents. The project builds upon
these initiatives but also tries to look at the European dimension and add a
scientific base. A group of experts will examine proven good practices of the
use of social media and other modern technologies in this respect.
16
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Within the project distinctions are made in three target groups with each
require a different strategy:
- Grandparents as language models;
- Bilingual/ mixed families in need of assistance;
- Hard to reach families (low socio-economic context, immigrants)
In all regions special ‘facilitators’ will be appointed, trained and equipped with
materials. The materials will be a compilation of existing materials of the
partners and their networks. The facilitators will engage parents directly and
indirectly through multipliers to assist them in their informed choice in a pilot
phase. The facilitators will try to make use of existing structures to meet
parents and use existing networks to inform professionals working with
parents.
The work by the facilitators will be monitored and evaluated. The outcome will
be published in professional journals and will result in a scientific article.
Exploitation and sustainability of the results will be ensured by a strong
involvement of the Network to Promote Linguistic Diversity, a Europe-wide
network of multilingual regional governments and organisations. Languages
involved in the project directly are Frisian, Lower-German and Welsh.
The project application INFORM was not granted by the EU (September
2013)
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3. DISSEMINATE KNOWLEDGE IN NETWORKS
Mercator Research participates in several European networks and projects in
the working field. Some for a limited period of time, some on a permanent
base.
3.1 LEARNMe Language and Education Addressed through Research
and Networking by Mercator (2013-2015)
In 2013 a network project named ‘Language and Education Addressed
through Research and Networking by Mercator (LEARNMe)’ started. This
network is funded by the European Commission and will run for three years
(2013-2015). The network consists of five partners: Mercator Media/
Aberystwyth University (Wales, United Kingdom), Mercator
Legislation/Ciemen in Barcelona (Catalonia, Spain), Mercator European
Research Centre on Multilingualism and Language Learning/Fryske Akademy
in Ljouwert/Leeuwarden (Fryslân, The Netherlands), The Stockholm
University (Sweden) and the Research Institute for Linguistics/Hungarian
Academy of Sciences in Budapest (Hungary). The Mercator Research Centre
in Ljouwert is the lead partner of the project. The current project draws heavily
on the experience of the Mercator Network which exists for over 25 years with
three of the five current partners.
The LEARNMe project focuses on less widely spoken languages. Less widely
spoken languages have special needs when it comes to education. Often
practitioners, but also policy makers, are overstrained when it comes to
finding solutions for these needs. The aim of the LEARNMe project is to
provide policy guidelines and recommendations for policy stakeholders in the
field as well as for practitioners. These guidelines and recommendations are
meant to provide a practical outline of how the multilingual needs of less used
language can be approached. We furthermore will collect and provide
research results and give practical experiences regarding the promotion of
lesser used languages through education. Education in this context is
understood in a wide definition, including formal and informal education, adult
education, and outside school education.
Working method of the project
The LEARNMe project will run from the beginning of 2013 until the end of
2015.
Each year will have a similar approach. Three experts will be invited to draft a
discussion paper or discussion points about a specific theme. These will be
discussed in a workshop. The discussion will lead to a position paper. The
position papers of the three workshops will be input for a white paper that is to
be presented at a final conference. This conference can be seen as a
presentation of the project’s outcome. The conference’s target groups are
stakeholders from national politics and the European Union, but also experts,
practitioners and educators working in the field. After the conference,
proceedings will be drawn up. The first year will be dedicated to research. It
will explore the state of the art from a science point of view. In the second
18
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year the focus will lie on practitioners in the field of education. The third year
aims at policy makers as its most important stakeholders.
LEARNMe in 2013
At the 28th and 29th of January a kick-off meeting was held in Ljouwert. All the
partners were present. The start of the project was discussed and a planning
was made for the upcoming three years. Also the work that needs to be done
was thoroughly explored.
The first workshop took place on Thursday the 17th of October and Friday the
18th 2013, in Aberystwyth / Wales. At the 16th of October a Partner Meeting
was held. Two members of the Mercator Research Centre attended both the
Partner Meeting and the Workshop (Cor van der Meer and Richt Sterk).
Lysbeth Jongbloed, also working at the Mercator Research Centre gave a
presentation about her research of language use of teenagers on Twitter.
The theme of the workshop was ‘revisiting, reanalysing and redefining
research on linguistic diversity: media, education and policy’. Several experts
from all over Europe were invited to give a presentation. The focus of the
presentations was on media in the broadest sense of the word or on
redefining the concept of linguistic diversity. Among the experts was Professor
Tom Moring who presented about the new indigenous journalism master.
Professor Jeroen Darquennes focussed on macro and micro perspectives in
language policy and planning in Europe. Also the so-called ‘new media’ was
represented: Lysbeth Jongbloed told us about her research on the language
use of teenagers on Twitter. Dr. Eithne O’Connell summed the workshop up
with her presentation about ‘the diversity of linguistic diversity’. Other experts
who gave a presentation were: Elin H G Jones, Dr. Huw Lewis, Dr. Noémi
Nagy, Professor Vitek Dovalil, Dr. Wini Davies, Vanessa Bretxa and Professor
Josu Amezaga.
At the end of the conference there was a round table discussion about the
most important statements of the workshop and about redefining or defining
linguistic diversity at all.
During the Workshop Twitter and Facebook was intensively used. Minisummaries of each presentation can be found on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mercatornetwork or on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/mercatornetwork.
Presentations from the experts can be found on the website of LEARNMe:
www.learnme.eu.
During the workshop video interviews were held with the experts. Experts told
about best practices and about what linguistic diversity means according to
them. The video’s will be put on our website and will be used for the
dissemination of the project and also be shown at the final conference in
Budapest in 2015.
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3.2 NPLD - Network to Promote Linguistic Diversity (2009-2015)
Mercator is an associate partner of the Network to Promote Linguistic
Diversity (NPLD). The NPLD consists of 11 regional authorities and a 16
language planning organisations throughout Europe. The aim of the Network
is to create a platform for constitutional, regional and minority languages, as
well as to assist in the development of project proposals eligible for European
funding. In fact, the Network functions as a channel to the European
Commission with regard to linguistic diversity policies.
In October 2012 the provincial minister Mrs. Jannewietske de Vries was
elected as president of the NPLD (Network to Promote Linguistic Diversity,
see also 1.3). Alex Riemersma, on behalf of Mercator, has been member of
the Steering Committee of the NPLD and member of its Think Tank. In the
summer of 2012 the NPLD applied for membership (through the proposal of
Mercator) of the Civil Society Platform on multilingualism (CSP) and in
December 2012 the NPLD was accepted by the platform to become associate
member of the CSP with 6 other new networks. Also in 2013 Mercator can
report ongoing activities and contacts with NPLD. Alex Riemersma has
represented Mercator on a number of occasions during the year as member
of the steering committee.
The central themes of work of the NPLD are:







Multilingualism and social cohesion / social co-existence
Languages and business
Languages: globalisation and identity
Citizenship and linguistic rights
Education (new developments)
Media (new developments, including social media)
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3.3 Language Rich Europe
The Mercator Research Centre was one of the partners of the European
Commission-funded project Language Rich Europe (LRE). LRE started in
2010 and funding ended in 2013. The aim of the project is to increase the
awareness of individual states of the adherence of national policies to
European recommendations in the field of multilingualism. There are 23
partners from 19 countries, amongst others the Welsh Language Board
(WLB) and the Goethe Institute. Associate partners include: ECML European Centre for Modern Languages in Graz and the Council of Europe.
The Netherlands was not only represented by the Mercator Research Centre,
as a research partner, but also by Tilburg University. During the first part of
the project data were gathered concerning national and regional policy about
multilingualism. These data were then used as input for discussions about
and development of better policies and practices for multilingualism within an
international network of stakeholders from education, business, public
services, and media.
Language Rich Europe in 2013
In 2012 the research results of Language Rich Europe had been presented in
the publication Language Rich Europe: trends in policy and practice for
multilingualism in Europe (G. Extra & K. Yağmur Eds.). That was the starting
point for a series of discussions about the results and their implications:
symposia were organised in all participating countries.
In the Netherlands two symposia had already been organised in 2012. In
2013, the Mercator Research Centre, together with the British Council,
organised a third symposium in Leeuwarden, called “Taalrijk Europa - beleid
en praktijk in Fryslân, Nederland en Europa”(“Language Rich Europe – policy
and practice in Fryslân, the Netherlands, and Europe”), on March 1st. The
focus of this symposium was on Fryslân and policy for the Frisian language
and if and how the arrangements for Frisian might be an example for other
languages.
The symposium started with two presentations. Professor Guus Extra of
Tilburg University gave a presentation on ‘The status of regional minority
languages in international, comparative perspective.’ This presentation was
followed by a presentation by Tsjerk Bottema, senior policy consultant
language and media of the Province of Fryslân, on ‘Language data and
language policy.’ A third presentation, by Professor Reinier Salverda, director
of the Fryske Akademy, had to be cancelled due to illness. After the
presentations the participants divided into three smaller groups for further
discussion on the basis of discussion statements, with the aim of formulating
policy recommendations. At the final, plenary session those discussions were
reported on.
On March 5th the final Language Rich Europe conference was held in
Brussels, hosted by the European Economic and Social Committee.
Stakeholders from all countries participating in the project were invited;
Mercator invited two delegates from Fryslân. At the conference the ten
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European recommendations of the project were presented and discussed.
The conference was attended on behalf of Mercator by Cor van der Meer and
Saskia Benedictus. The day after the conference a meeting was held for all
partners in the Language Rich Europe project. This partner meeting was also
attended by Cor van der Meer and Saskia Benedictus.
Finally, in the beginning of the year Mercator carried out the proofreading of
the Frisian version of the final research publication.
LRE website: www.language-rich.eu
LRE blog: http://languagerichblog.eu
Presentation
Benedictus-van den Berg, S.W. (2013, September 21). Taalbeleid in
Nederland en Fryslân (bijdrage aan ronde tafel 'De Franse taal in de context
van de Nederlandse meertaligheid'. Institut français, Amsterdam,
Openingscongres Kenniscentrum Frankrijk-Nederland.
Seminar attended
Attended by Saskia Benedictus-van den Berg (2013, November 13).
Education - a life changing experience. Seminar organised by the Svenska
Kulturfonden in Brussels.
3.4 Civil Society Platform on Multilingualism (2009-2015)
Since October 2009 the Mercator Network is a member of the Civil Society
Platform to promote multilingualism. This platform concentrates on three main
objectives:


raise awareness of the value and opportunities of the EU’s linguistic
diversity
 encourage the removal of barriers to intercultural dialogue and social
inclusion
 achieve the Barcelona objective to communicate in two foreign
languages.
The Civil Society Platform brings together 29 European member
organisations and a number of associate members. It represents a wider
network of organisations working in the fields of culture, early language
learning, policy, translation, media, adult education and social inclusion.
In the summer of 2012 the platform received a new mandate from the EU.
One of the main goals of the platform is to provide better access for the
general public to the large amounts of information, reports, publications and
projects in the area of multilingualism in Europe. Mercator will maintain to play
in important role in this platform. A virtual platform will provide information
about the work of the forum and offer possibilities for contributions from the
public.
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3.5 Network of schools
Network of Schools
The Network of Schools is a network of multilingual schools in Europe. Its aim
is to facilitate contact between schools, to encourage them to share
information, and to provide the members with news about developments and
research in multilingualism in general and multilingual education in particular.
The Network is one of Mercator’s permanent projects.
Network of Schools in 2013
In 2013 a new member joined the Network of Schools, bringing the total
number of members to 99.
The network’s digital newsletter, the Network of Schools Bulletin, appeared
three times in 2013. Apart from that the Network of Schools Newsflash was
reinstated. The Newsflash is an email sent to all members, with two or three
short (news) items or announcements. The Newsflash is a way to keep in
touch with the network members more regularly. A newsflash was sent to the
members three times.
Using an internet-based tool, a survey was developed to get insight in the way
that members use the Network of schools and their needs and expectations of
the network. The members were asked to fill in this survey. The response was
rather limited, but in general the respondents were positive about the Network
of Schools. The main reason for their membership was both the access to
information about multilingualism and the possibility of contact with other
schools.
The information gathered through the survey can be used in 2014 to develop
new plans for the network.
3.6 Europeesk Buro foar Lytse Talen (EBLT)
The Europeesk Buro foar Lytse Talen (EBLT) has been providing promotion
and protection of Frisian and Low Saxon in the Netherlands, the European
Union (EU) and the Council of Europe and their institutions, since its
foundation in 1984. For this, legal and political support is sought on European,
national and provincial level.
The EBLT consists of representatives of 21 organizations, who strive for the
position of Frisian and Low Saxon. These are two of the languages to which
the Netherlands has obligations to the international community, after the
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages of the Council of
Europe came into effect.
Since 2009, the EBLT and the Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning (Mercator Research Centre) of the
Fryske Akademy established a cooperation agreement. The Mercator
Research Centre is responsible for e.g. the secretariat and the website of
EBLT. In addition, the partners organize different activities in cooperation.
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In the year 2013 EBLT was quite active at both national and international
level. At national level our efforts were directed at lobbying on behalf of the
new language law for the Frisian language ‘Wet gebruik Friese taal’, which
was debated in the Tweede Kamer, i.e. Dutch House of Representatives, on
the 29th of May. This law will come into effect in the year 2014.
EBLT welcomes the new law as a first step for a better protection of the
Frisian language and culture. However, we remain critical because of the
limited scope of the new law. According to the new law Frisian is protected in
public administration and court, but the domains of education and media
require further legislation. A few parties used the debate about Frisian to
demand further support for Low Saxon, but this proposal was rejected.
At international level EBLT closely followed, observed and endorsed the
Alfonsi report on endangered languages in the European Parliament. EBLT
has been involved in the process since 2011, when we organized a lobby trip
for Provinsjale Steaten, the Provincial Council of Fryslân, to a committee of
the European Parliament in Strasbourg. This year EBLT president Onno
Falkena attended meetings in Brussels and Strasbourg about the Alfonsi
report. EBLT was also grateful that our European umbrella organization NPLD
contributed to the Alfonsi report and the lobby on behalf of this report in a very
constructive way.
EBLT is very pleased that on the 11th of September an overwhelming majority
of the European Parliament voted in favour of the Alfonsi report, asking the
European Committee to endorse, promote and support all endangered
languages. It was the first time in this century that the European Parliament
called upon the European Commission to take actions for the protection and
promotion of endangered languages. In recent years it was very difficult and
sometimes even impossible to get support from the European Commission for
projects supporting minority or endangered languages. As a consequence of
the Alfonsi report the situation should improve noticeably during the next
legislative period (2014-2020).
EBLT noticed that the Alfonsi report does not mention ‘minority languages’ but
‘endangered languages’. There are several reasons for this: ‘Minority
languages’ is too sensitive in some member states of the European Union,
‘Endangered languages’ is the term used by United Nations and Unesco.
Endangered languages also reflects a new reality; most minority languages in
the European Union, including Frisian, are under pressure and are losing
ground. This reality calls for further action at Frisian, national and international
level.
The EBLT agenda in 2013:
•
22 January 2013: Bert Looper addressed the January meeting of EBLT,
about Tresoar and the digitalisation of culture and literature.
•
8 February 2013: meeting with Frisian politician Lutz Jacobi, member of
the Dutch House of Representatives, about the law ‘Wet gebruik Friese Taal’
and the report of the Council of Europe about the situation in Fryslân. Onno
Falkena also spoke with politicians Magda Berndsen (D66) and Aukje de
Vries (VVD).
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•
21 February 2013: NPLD Conference in Brussels, Onno Falkena
intervened on behalf of EBLT.
•
12/13 March 2013: Intergroup Meeting in European Parliament. Onno
Falkena intervened on behalf of EBLT and Foundation Liet International.
Falkena also visited the Council of Europe.
•
19 March 2013: Committee of Experts meeting of the Framework
Convention on National Minorities of the Council of Europe. Onno Falkena
intervened on behalf of EBLT.
•
20 March 2013: Hearing in European Parliament in Brussels about
‘Endangered languages’ (the Alfonsi Report). Onno Falkena and Hein Jaap
Hilarides attended on behalf of EBLT.
•
14 May 2013: Spring meeting with the general assembly of EBLT in St.
Anne in municipality of It Bilt. Before the meeting EBLT met with several
representative of the municipality of It Bilt and discussed their language policy
with city council member Boukje Tol. Later that year the municipality of It Bilt
decided to appoint a language promoter in order to safeguard and promote
the Bilts language
•
29 May 2013: EBLT sent a letter ‘It is mei sizzen net te dwaan’ to
several Dutch politicians and the minister of Interior and Kingdom Relations
regarding the law ‘Wet gebruik Friese taal’.
•
29 May 2013: Several board members of the EBLT were present during
the debate in the Dutch House of Representatives in The Hague about the
law ‘Wet gebruik Friese taal’.
•
31 May 2013: Day of Multilingualism for schoolchildren, in cooperation
with Cedin and Afûk. Organization of several activities around the theme ‘The
language of sports’.
•
4-9 June 2013: EBLT president Onno Falkena attended the annual
meeting of NPLD in Bilbo/Bilbao in the Basque Country. He used the
opportunity for a separate meeting with Basque umbrella organization
Kontseilua in Donostia-San Sebastian.
•
11 September 2013: A large majority of the European Parliament votes
in favour of the Alfonsi report on endangered languages.
•
19 September 2013: The EBLT meets in the building of the
IJsselacademie in Kampen. Several representatives of the IJsselacademie
presented the work of this institute, which was inspired by the much older
Fryske Akademy.
•
11 December 2013: Position paper about the regional broadcaster
Omrop Fryslân was sent to politicians in the Provincial Council of Fryslân,
Groningen and Drenthe, the Dutch House of Representatives, and the Council
of Europe, regarding the concerns of the EBLT about the announced cutbacks
that treaten Omrop Fryslân and the position of Frisian, and also the regional
broadcasters of Groningen and Drenthe (RTV Noord and RTV Drenthe) and
the position of Lower Saxon.
Support/sponsorship:
•
EBLT actively endorsed the bidbook and the campaign of the Kulturele
Haadstêd (European Capital of Culture) Ljouwert/Leeuwarden with a letter of
support in order to win the bid as ECoC 2018. Several EBLT board members
and EBLT members are actively involved in one or more projects of KH 2018.
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EBLT board member Froukje de Jong is very active in creating the FrisianMaltese project ‘Potatoes go wild’. In 2013 EBLT opened a brainstorm
dialogue with ‘KH 2018’ to investigate the possibilities for further collaboration.
This will continue in 2014.
EBLT usually does not have the means to support activities of other
organizations. In 2013 we made an exception for the annual congress of the
Youth of European Nationalities, YEN, which was organized by EBLT member
FYK. Several board representatives of EBLT attended the opening session of
this congress.
Contact with NPLD:
EBLT is an associate member of NPLD since 2012 and quite satisfied with the
performance of NPLD in 2013. However, we also see that there are several
other actors at the European level, such as FUEN and ELEN, who do not
always collaborate as smoothly as they should. EBLT is loyal to NPLD, but is
also in touch with other organizations, if this is useful for our goals. We also
try to stimulate them to collaborate more.
The General Assembly:
The general assembly of EBLT met three times in 2013; in
Ljouwert/Leeuwarden (winter meeting), in St. Anne (spring meeting) and in
Kampen (autumn meeting). Before the meeting in St. Anne the members of
EBLT went to visit the representatives of the municipality of It Bilt to talk about
their language policy.
In 2013 21 organizations were full member of EBLT. During the year
Papiamentu organization Splika joined us as an attending member.
EBLT Board:
In 2013 the Board of EBLT existed of Onno Falkena (president) and Ina
Kuipers (treasurer). In January Bert Looper (vice-president) left the board,
Froukje de Jong-Krap, Tryntsje van der Veer and Hein Jaap Hilarides became
new (general) board members. In September Henk Bloemhoff joined the
board as a board member.
Secretary Reina van der Meer left EBLT in November 2013. She was
replaced by Jelske Dijkstra in December 2013.
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4 CONFERENCES AND STUDY VISITS
4.1 Conferences
The Mercator Research Centre organised and hosted several conferences in
2013. These conferences were organised in cooperation with various
partners. All the organised conferences contribute to one or more of the goals
of the Mercator Research Centre.
4.1.1 Anniversary Symposium: 75 years Fryske Akademy, 25 years
Mercator Research Centre and Tjeerd de Graaf's 75th birthday
The 25th of January was a memorial day: employees, members and donators
of the Fryske Akademy celebrated the 75th anniversary of the Fryske
Akademy, the 25th anniversary of Mercator and…the 75th anniversary of
research associate Tseard de Graaf, who has made an enormous effort to
save endangered languages.
Lectures were given by Durk Gorter of the University of the Basque Country,
Jeroen Darquennes of the University of Namur, Anna Pauwels of the SOAS
(School for Oriental and African Studies), Victor Denisov of the Russian
Udmurt Institute for History, Language and Literature, Cecilia Odé of the
University of Amsterdam and Tseard de Graaf (Fryske Akademy). The latter
three focussed on saving endangered languages: how adventurous, hard but
also valuable this is.
Besides the lectures, a memorandum of understanding between the Faculty
of Language & Culture, SOAS, University of London and the Fryske Akademy
/ Mercator was signed by Anna Pauwels (dean of the SOAS, Faculty of
Language & Culture) and Reinier Salverda (managing director of the Fryske
Akademy) (picture).
At the end, De Graaf received the medal of honour of the Fryske Akademy for
his scientific effort and afterwards the congress visitors could have a drink and
a chat. The symposium was visited by about one hundred people.
Pictures of the symposium are available here:
www.mercator-research.eu/news/past-events-mercator/2013-january-25-75thanniversary-symposium/
4.1.2 'Multilingual & Multicultural Communication' Day at SOAS
(University of London) 17 June
On the 17th of June, 2013, over 80 practitioners, researchers, students, and
others from different parts of the world, working across disciplines, discussed
a wide range of issues within the theme of 'Multilingual & Multicultural
Communication' (M&MC) at the Vernon Sq Campus of SOAS (University of
London).
The International Association of Language and Social Psychology
(www.ialsp.org) and The International Communication Association (ICA)
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teamed up with SOAS, University of London and Mercator/ Fryske Akademy
to organise this one-day symposium.
A rather early beginning (registration at 8.15 am) and a warm welcome were
followed by an introduction by the co-chairs, Howard Giles (University of
California, Santa Barbara, USA) & Itesh Sachdev (SOAS, UK), who
expressed concern at the parlous attention to M&MC in many areas of
academic enquiry including communication studies, interpersonal and social
psychology, and linguistics. Lid King (The Language Company, UK) and Dina
Mehmedbegovic (Institute of Education, London, UK) began the main
proceedings with a presentation on urban diversity with a special focus on
London (UK). Reinier Salverda and Cor van der Meer (Mercator/Fryske
Akademy, Fryslân, the Netherlands) then discussed the importance of
regional and minority languages with data on trilingual education in Fryslan,
and also discussed opportunities for regional and minority languages in using
new media.
Francois Grin (Geneva, Switzerland) provided a critical economic analysis of
lingue franche, while emotions were stirred, and expressed, multilingually by
Jean Marc Dewaele’s (Birkbeck, UK) presentation. Afternoon’s proceedings
shifted to M&MC across time and space with Li Wei (Birkbeck, UK) focussing
on the import of the diaspora, while Anne Pauwels (SOAS, UK) explored
cyber-space. Rupert Brown (Sussex, UK), while sidestepping issues of
language, provided an important intergroup perspective on acculturation
(relevant for modelling M&MC). The task of modelling M&MC was taken on in
the final session by the co-organisers, and Howard Giles dynamically
presented a wide range of models that culminated in arguing for the
importance of integrating notions of cosmopolitanism in current theorising and
future research. The final panel discussion proved to be lively and stimulating
enough for most of the participants to continue their deliberations more
informally at a convivial reception at SOAS.

(on the picture fltr: François Grin, Cor van der Meer, Rupert Brown, Itesh
Sachdev, Anne Pauwels, Jean-Marc Dewaele, Reinier Salverda, Li Wei, Dina
Mehmedbegovic, Howard Giles)
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4.1.3 Expert Seminar, ‘The Ethno cultural Dimensions in Education’
The theme of the seventh European Expert Seminar, ‘The Ethno cultural
Dimensions in Education’, was decided upon in dialogue by the Basque
Ministry of Education and the Mercator Research Centre. Experts from all
over Europe were invited to speak at the seminar. The experts had a diverse
background (sociolinguists, teachers, education inspectors or publishers of
educational materials), but all had an interest in the topic. In total sixteen
speakers were invited to make a valuable contribution to the seminar and give
a presentation on the role of songs in the minority language, poems, dances,
food, sports, etc. in the school curricula of a multilingual regions.
Besides the sixteen presentations, there was a discussion hour which
provided hand-on experiences for all participants, making clear what we could
learn from the presentations and how this knowledge could be used for the
school practice and language policy. The diverse audience was invited to
contribute their knowledge in the discussion.
Wednesday 23rd of October 2013
On this day of arrival there was an informal get-together with drinks and a
buffet for those who arrived early at the Fryske Akademy / it Aljemint. There
weren’t many people, but there was a good atmosphere.
Thursday 24th of October 2013
On the 24th of October the formal opening took place. During the day several
invited speakers held their presentation and the discussion took place in the
afternoon. The day ended with a reception in the town hall and a dinner in
restaurant Stadhouderlijk Hof.
Friday 25th of October 2013
At 8:30 the bus departed to conference centre Kwartier Noord in Ketlik/Katlijk.
We started with a cup of coffee/tea and then we continued with our
presentations. The official part of the conference lasted until 13:00 ‘o clock.
Afterwards we went to Landgoed Oranjewoud for our lunch and then it was
time for the social event – an art museum and a djembe workshop. We ended
the evening with a dinner and at 22:00 ‘o clock, the bus arrived in
Ljouwert/Leeuwarden again.
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Lessons and conclusions
This seventh Basque-Frisian Expert Seminar has provided an excellent
opportunity for exchanging research results, discussions and future
perspectives on the topic of a currently active topic: the ethno cultural
dimensions in education. The various presentations have provided us with
relevant information and insights on the opportunities and the challenges with
respect to the ethno cultural dimension of educational curricula.
The discussion provided hand-on experiences for all participants, making
clear what we could learn from the presentations and how this knowledge
could be used for the school practice and education policy. The Expert
Seminar also proved to be a great podium for social networking amongst
fellow-researchers, teachers, publishers of educational materials, school
inspectors and curriculum makers.

An evaluation form that was filled in by the participants showed that nearly
everyone was very satisfied with the theme, presentations and the practical
organisation of the European Expert Seminar.
4.2 Study visits
October 2013: Canadian Ambassador to the Netherlands Mr. James Lambert
visits Mercator Research Centre/ Fryske Akademy
Ambassador Lambert gave a very interesting
and lively presentation on the situation of
minorities, languages and multilingualism in
Canada. Furthermore the ambassador was
introduced to the activities of the Mercator
Research Centre in Europe and the Fryske
Akademy.

September 2013: University of Tartu, Estonia, Katri Raik and Niina Raud
Mercator Research Centre/Fryske Akademy was honoured with a visit from
Estonia on September 11th. Katri Raik and Niina Raud are involved in
multilingual teacher education at the Narva College of the University of Tartu.
After a discussion with Cor van der Meer, Katri and Niina were guided around
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the facilities. They were especially impressed by the library on multilingualism
and the ‘wurdboekseal’ (dictionary room).

September 2013: On September 16th the Gaelic Jamie Wallace from
Scotland visited the Fryske Akademy/Mercator Research Centre.
Jamie Wallace wants to stimulate the use of Scottish Gaelic on social media.
He is inspired by the use of Frisian on social media and hopes to one day be
as successful in Scotland as the campaign ‘Praat mar Frysk’ is in Friesland.
Lysbeth Jongbloed-Faber is currently researching the language use of
adolescents on social media. After a short introduction of the two institutes,
Jamie and Lysbeth discussed the research methodology, relevant articles
from other researchers and the first results of the research. Jamie feels there
still needs a lot of work to be done before he would be able to do a similar
study in Scotland. The study visit was concluded with a picture on the Fryske
Akademy stairs.
April 2013: European Platform delegation, led by Jan Oosterhuis.
Several presentations were given to the group; about the activities of
Mercator, the MELT project and the educational system in Friesland, including
the tri-lingual schools.
Participants:
Ilka Birova (Bulgaria), Carmen Zachmayer (Germany), Gudrun MezgerWendlandt (Germany), Vera Hola (Czech Republic), Nadezda Tserkasina
(Estonia), Suzana Ramšak (Slovenia), Cristina Capetillo (Spain), Elena
Barrero Flórez (Spain), Krisztina Kolosyné Bene (Hungary), Daniela La
Mattina (Italy), Laura Vincze (Italy), Johanna Heffernan (Ireland)
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4.3 Seminars attended by researchers of the Mercator European
Research Centre
The Mercator Research Centre attended various seminars all over Europe. At
many conferences the Mercator Research Centre was asked to contribute to
the programme by giving presentations on Multilingualism and Language
Learning. A complete list of Conferences organised, co-organised and
attended can be found in Appendix lI.
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5. PUBLICATIONS
5.1 Regional dossiers series
Regional dossiers series
The Regional dossiers series gives detailed descriptive information and basic
educational statistics about minority language education in specific regions in
Europe. The dossiers follow a set structure so as to enable easy comparison
between different regions.
The Regional dossiers series is available in a printed version and can be
downloaded from the website of the Mercator Research Centre. The Mercator
Research Centre is responsible for the compilation and publication of the
dossiers. The total number of downloads of Regional dossiers in 2013 was
more than 17.000 downloads.
In 2013 three dossiers in the Regional dossiers series were published; two
updates of existing dossiers and one new dossier:
- “Catalan. The Catalan language in education in Spain” (second
edition);
Authors: Maria Areny, Pere Mayans and David Forniès
- “Swedish. The Swedish language in education in Finland” (second
edition);
Authors: Anna-Lena Østern and Heidi Harju-Luukkainen
- “Maltese. The Maltese language in education in Malta” (first edition)
Author: Lydia Sciriha
With regard to the Catalan dossier it ought to be mentioned that, although it is
a second edition, it is more extensive than the first edition in that it covers all
regions in Spain where Catalan is spoken, whereas the first edition focused
on Catalonia only.
Another dossier is close to being published; “Friulian. The Friulian language in
education in Italy” (first edition), written by Cinzia Petris. Furthermore, work on
other Regional dossiers has been carried out. Below is an overview of the
dossiers that are being worked on at the moment, including their status:
title
Asturian in Spain (2nd
ed.)
Finnic languages in
Sweden (2nd ed.)
Gaelic in the UK (2nd
edition)
German in Denmark
Hungarian in Romania
Manx Gaelic on the Isle
of Man
North Frisian in
Germany (3rd ed.)

author
Xosé Antón GonzálezRiaño and Alberto
Fernández Costales
Jarmo Lainio
Boyd Robertson
Anke Tästensen
Looking for a new
author.
Robert Teare
Alastair Walker
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status
First draft submitted.
Editing by Mercator.
Author is working on
first draft.
Deadline first draft:
August 2014.
Deadline first draft:
January 2014.

Deadline first draft:
January 2014.
Deadline first draft: April
2014.
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Occitan in France (2nd
ed.)
Serbian in Hungary
Welsh in the UK (2nd
ed.)

Philippe Martel
Looking for a new
author.
Ceinwen Jones

First draft edited by
Mercator.

Deadline first draft:
March 2014.

5.2 Books, Articles, Presentations & Mercator in the Media in 2013
The scientific staff of Mercator receives regular requests from Friesland,
Europe, and far beyond, to speak at conferences. But also to participate in
academic books, articles and radio programs on the relevant fields. Thanks to
press releases Mercator can be found in the media regularly.
This section gives some examples that illustrate this nicely. An exhaustive list
of books and publications can be found in Appendix II.
5.2.1. Mercator Research Centre in the media in 2013
A list and full overview of press releases can be found in Appendix III en the
list of media appearances in Appendix IV)











www.heerenveensecourant.nl - January 22: Jubileum Fryske Akademy/
Mercator
www.drimble.nl - January 22: Jubileum Fryske Akademy/ Mercator
Omrop Fryslân – January 25: Jubileum Fryske Akademy/ Mercator,
contract with SOAS, London
Leeuwarder Courant – January 26: Jubileum Fryske Akademy/
Mercator, Tjeerd de Graaf ontvangt erepenning Fryske Akademy
Friesch Dagblad – January 26: Jubileum Fryske Akademy/ Mercator
www.itnijs.nl – February 20: Language Rich Europe Symposium
Friesch Dagblad –March 2: Taalsurvey Fryske Akademy
www.itnijs.nl – October 5: "The Ethno cultural Dimensions in Education,
both in primary and in secondary levels"
ELT-News – October: Interview with Cor van der Meer about Mercator
Research
www.aber.ac.uk – October 17: Linguistic diversity workshop
LEARNMe, Aberystwyth
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6. LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION
The library of the Mercator Research Centre maintains three databases:
1. Bibliographical database
2. Database of Experts
3. Database of organizations
Ad.1 Up to 31th of December 2013 the bibliographical database includes
more than 7550 records.
The calls with Tresoar (Frisian Historical and Literary Centre, Leeuwarden) in
the context of the covenant of 2006 between the Frisian Academy and
Tresoar are being continued.
From 2012 on all new acquisitions are shown in the catalogue of Tresoar,
they belong to the collection of Tresoar but are given in a long-term-loan to
Mercator Research Centre Library / Fryske Akademy. Other acquired material
is still being added to the catalogue of Mercator Research Centre.
Ad.2 the database of Experts creates an easy and quick access to all
expertise in the field of regional and minority languages in Europe, in the field
of bilingualism and multilingualism, education, language learning and
language policy. It also facilitates contacts and co-operation amongst
colleagues in these domains. Up to the 31th of December 2013 567 experts
were registered. In April 2013 the database has been updated.
In 2014 new experts will be added.
Ad.3 the database of organizations gives detailed descriptions of some 1235
institutions, associations which can provide information on European regional
or minority languages. The surplus value of this English-language-based
database lies in the fact that almost all the information of institutions relating
to minority languages in the EU can be found on one specific place on the
web.
The feature Expert in the Spotlight gives the chance to interact one-in-one
with our Ask the expert-section. The feature also provides interesting and
insightful comments regarding the subjects mentioned above, in-depth
content and exclusive Q and A’s. It’s cooperation between Mercator Research
Centre and Mercator Network of Language Diversity Centres.
In 2013 the following experts were asked to become Expert in the Spotlight:
1. January /February 2013 Heidi Harju-Luukainen, University of
Helsinki, Department of Teacher Education, Helsinki, Finland
2. March 2013 Eric Hoekstra, Fryske Akademy, Department of
Linguistics, Ljouwert/Leeuwarden, The Netherlands
3. April 2013 Dafydd Trystan, Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol,
Camarthen, Wales, United Kingdom
4. May 2013 David Lasagabaster, University of the Basque Country,
Basque Country, Spain
5. June 2013 Lucija Čok, University of Primorska, Science and
Research Centre of Koper, Koper, Slovenia
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6. July / Augustus 2013 Brigitta Busch, Institut für Sprachen und
Wissenschaft, Universität Wien, Wien, Austria
7. September 2013 Pere Mayans, Ministry of Education at the Catalan
Government, Barcelona, Spain
8. October / November 2013 Lydia Sciriha, University of Malta, Malta
9. December 2013 Tom Moring, University of Helsinki, Swedish
Centre of Social Science, Helsinki, Finland

The task of the informationspecialist is to maintain and bring up to date the
three databases mentioned above and organizing the Expert in the Spotlight
feature.
She takes care of the acquisition of new titles for the library of Mercator
Research Centre and the Department of Sociolinguistics of the Frisian
Academy, answers questions of our target groups through the Q & A-service,
administration of the collection of journals, literature search for the members
of the Mercator Research Centre-team, the department of Sociolinguistics of
the Fryske Akademy and external persons, adding data to the METISdatabase of the Royal Netherlands Institute of Sciences for Mercatorcolleagues.
In 2013 the information specialist finished, together with her colleague of the
Fryske Akademy, the remediation of the collections of the libraries of
Mercator Research Centre and Fryske Akademy in order to the conversion of
the old automated library system into the database of Tresoar, Historical and
Literary Centre, Leeuwarden. The conversion of the catalogue systems of
both libraries to the catalogue system of Tresoar will take place in 2014.
During 2013 several meetings have taken place with the colleagues of
Tresoar in order to the covenant of 2006 between Fryske Akademy and
Tresoar to evaluate the results of the cooperation and to talk about further
actions.
In November 2013 the information specialist was invited to Tresoar to look
behind the scenes of back- and front office, the day was planned in the
context of the “Week van de Uitwisseling”.
The information specialist also writes contributions for the Mercator
Newsletter (list of new acquisitions and other interesting news 10 times
yearly), contributions to the website of the Network of Schools (list of literature
concerning bilingualism, multilingualism and bi- and multilingual education)
and to the Newsletter of the Network of Schools (4/6 times a year). A few
times a week she assembles and spreads a newsletter: ‘Taalnijs fan Elly’ to
intern- and extern-interested colleagues with facts concerning upcoming
conferences in Fryslân, the Netherlands and Europe, languages, minority
languages, multilingualism, education, new developments etc. This newsletter
also provides the websites of the following projects in Brussels with news:
 Poliglotti4.eu
 EUNIC Union Network of Cultural Institutions
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She is also involved, together with other members of the Mercator Research
Centre-team, in the logistic part of the organization of international and
regional conferences for Mercator Research Centre.
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7. WEBSITES
Mercator European Research Centre hosts and maintains three websites:




www.mercator-research.eu, the main website of the Mercator Research
Centre
www.mercator-network.eu, the website of the Mercator Network, which
was inactive in 2012
www.networkofschools.org, the website of the Network of Schools

7.1 www.mercator-research.eu
The website of the Mercator Research Centre is an important tool in the
communication with its (project) partners and all national and international
professionals working in the field of Multilingualism and Language Learning.
News, events and other content comes from communication staff and other
colleagues / researchers working on projects but also from various news
sources like newspapers, (news)websites, newsletters of other institutes,
etcetera.
The chart shows the unique visitors, amount of visits, visited webpage’s, hits
and bytes for www.mercator-research.eu over 2013. Popular pages are the
Regional Dossiers pages, conference pages and pages about minority
languages.
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People who find mercator-research most often use search terms like
‘Mercator’, ‘Mercator Research’, ‘Minority Language’ or names of people
active in the working field of Mercator, like ‘Tjeerd de Graaf’ and ‘Cecilia
Serra’.
The Regional Dossiers have been downloaded most, all the dossiers in total
17,538 times.
7.1.1 Mercator Research on Facebook
For several reasons Mercator decided to build a Facebook page.
For instance:
 In order to learn more about the target audience by talking to them and
by getting direct feedback from them.
 To make the company website better found.
 To build a community where people can talk about multilingualism and
language learning.
In 2012 the Mercator Facebook site was renewed and picked up by the Web
Editor Tjeerd Rintjema. An easy to remind URL was created:
www.facebook.com/MercatorResearch, a new banner and profile image was
placed and some fresh activity was added.
By the end of 2013 the Mercator Research Facebook page had 470 likes.
7.1.2 Mercator Research on Twitter
Since the Mercator Research Centre is a project of the Fryske Akademy, it
was decided that they would Twitter on the Fryske Akademy account and the
Mercator Network account.
7.2 www.mercator-network.eu/ www.learnme.eu
The Mercator Network of Language Diversity Centres is an EU funded project
connecting multilingual communities across Europe, promoting knowledge
sharing and facilitating structured exchange of best practice and cutting edge
initiatives through its programme of activities. The website of the Mercator
Network is maintained by its lead partner Mercator Research.
The chart shows the unique visitors, amount of visits, visited webpage’s, hits
and bytes for www.mercator-network.eu over 2013.
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7.2.1 Mercator Network Newsletter
The Mercator Network Newsletter is compiled by the web editor of the
Mercator Research Centre and published 10 - 11 times a year.
The Mercator Network Newsletter is linked to the internet sites of each
Mercator Network partner. This newsletter informs about the news from the
five Mercator Network partners. These are:






Mercator Media/ University of Wales in Aberystwyth;
Mercator Legislation/ Ciemen in Barcelona;
Mercator European Research Centre on Multilingualism and Language
Learning/ Fryske Akademy in Ljouwert/Leeuwarden;
Mercator Budapest, the Research Institute for Linguistics of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences in Budapest;
Mercator Stockholm, Stockholm University

Extended versions of specific news items are now also placed on the website,
with a ‘Read more…’-link in the newsletter, in order to generate extra traffic.
7.2.2 Newsletter readers
The Newsletter is read by over 2.400 national and international professionals
working in the field of Multilingualism and Language Learning. 130 New
readers were welcomed in 2013.
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A survey was conducted during spring/ summer 2013, in which over 11% of
the readers participated. Here’s a summary of the results:
Participants' profile:
Age groups:

Background (multiple answers): Origin:

< 25 years old: 2 %

Academic/ scholar: 76,92%

The Netherlands: 11 %

26-45 years old: 31 % Educational professional: 23,08%

Another European country: 76 %

46-65 years old: 53 % Policy maker: 10,44%

Outside Europe: 13 %

> 66 years old: 14 %

Best rated activities:
1. Newsletter: 92 % positive image (good or excellent)
2. Website: 76 % positive image (good or excellent)
3. Research papers/ publications 70 % positive image (good or excellent)
Our social media presence, however, appears to be rather unknown (never
used/ unknown: 77,1%) so hereby we would like to invite you to follow our
activities on Facebook and Twitter.

7.2.3 Mercator Network on Twitter
The Mercator Network is on Twitter (#MercatorNetwork) and has 562
followers now. Subjects to Twitter about are for example new Experts in the
Spotlight, the Mercator Network Newsletter and conferences.
7.3 www.networkofschools.org
The Network of Schools is a project of the Mercator European Research
Centre on Multilingualism and Language Learning. It is a network of
multilingual schools in minority language areas in Europe. It provides a
platform for the exchange of information among educational practitioners.
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The chart shows the unique visitors, amount of visits, visited webpage’s, hits
and bytes for www.networkofschools.org over 2013.
Popular pages are the pages on Teaching Material, Member Schools and the
Application Form to become a member.
7.3.1 Network of Schools Bulletin
The Mercator Network Newsletter is compiled by a research assistant and the
web editor of the Mercator Research Centre and published 4 times a year.
Besides the bulletin a newsflash was introduced in 2013, which appeared 3
times.
7.4 The near future
By creating new links and by using social media like Twitter and Facebook,
we expect to improve visitor numbers again in 2014.
8. FINANCIAL SITUATION
8.1 Operational costs
Since 2007 the Mercator Research Centre receives yearly subsidies from the
province of Fryslân and the municipality of Leeuwarden (Ljouwert). The
subsidy of the municipality stopped at the end of 2012, so 2013 is the first
year that the centre had to deal with half of the funding of the previous years.
To solve this decrease in funding the Fryske Akademy decided in January
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2013 to integrate the Mercator centre more as a structural part of the FA by
covering part of the staff costs of the Mercator Research Centre from its own
sources. These staff costs are therefore not included in the project financial
table below. Furthermore the FA has used part of the overhead costs to add
to the staff costs The funds of the province (and municipality before) were
granted not only to maintain and fulfil its role as information and research
centre in Europe, but also to match with other sources of funding. In the
overview below the matching with other projects has been listed. Most of the
projects are realised within the EU Lifelong Learning Programme. In general
the financial matching part is around 25% (with 75% external funding).
The external auditor report is written by Ernst & Young office in Leeuwarden.
Financieel verslag betreffende:
Mercator European Research Centre on Multilingualism
and Language Learning 2013 + EBLT 2013
Omschrijving
Staff costs Mercator
2013
Sub- totaal personele
kosten

Realisatie

Budget

Afwijking

€

113.132

€

95.000

€

-18.132

€

113.132

€

95.000

€

-18.132

€

5.965

€

5.000

€

-965

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

6.794
2.552
6.038
49.355
6.766
43
2.831

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

5.000
3.000
8.000
53.000
11.000
1.000
0

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

-1.794
448
1.962
3.645
4.234
957
-2.831

€

80.344

€

86.000

€

5.656

20% overhead

€

22.626

€

19.000

€

-3.626

Sub-totaal
Kenniscentrum 2012

€

216.102

€

200.000

€

-16.102

€

4.615

€

4.900

€

285

€
€

0
4.615

€
€

1.750
6.650

€
€

1.750
2.035

€

220.717

€

206.650

€

-14.067

Bedrijfskosten
Reis- en ferbliuwkosten
Organisaasje
kongressen/seminairs
Represintaazje kosten
Publikaasjes
Bijdrage aan Basken
Bijdrage aan LEARNMe
Bijdrage LRE / CSP
Akkountantkosten
Sub- totaal
bedrijfskosten

EBLT 2012
Sekretariaat
Organisaasje
evenementen
Sub-totaal EBLT 2012

Totaal project kosten
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Financiering

Maximale
toezegging

Provincie Fryslân ,
beschikking 01027437
dd 13 novimber 2012
Mercator
Provincie Fryslân ,
beschikking 01027437
dd 13 novimber 2011
EBLT
Eigen bijdrage van Fryske Akademy
Totaal financiering
Afrekening
subsidiebeschikkingen

Gerealiseerd
naar rato

€

200.000

€

200.000

€
€
€

6.650
15.000
221.650

€
€
€

4.615
16.102
220.717

Provincie
Fryslân
€
204.615
€
186.650
€
17.965

Gerealiseerde subsidiabele kosten
Ontvangen voorschottermijnen
Saldo afrekening

From the table we can read that staff costs were higher than budgeted and
also the costs for the European expert seminar within the Basque agreement
were slightly higher than anticipated. For the budget of the EBLT not all
available funds were used in 2013.
8.2 Staff
The Mercator Research Centre is part of the Social Sciences department of
the Fryske Akademy.
In practise around 12 staff members are working within the framework of
activities of the Mercator Research Centre. There is a wide range in dedicated
working hours, because most of the staff members also work for one or more
of the matched projects.
The following staff members and functions can be identified, working for
activities and research of the Mercator Research Centre on a daily basis
(situation of 31 December 2013):
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Mercator functions and staff members, situation 31 December 2012
Function
Head Social Science Department / Drs. Cor van der Meer
management Mercator Research
Centre
Research assistants
Drs. Nienke Boomstra (AIO)
Drs. Idske Bangma
Drs. Jan van der West (till Oct. ’13)
Drs. Saskia Benedictus-van den Berg
Mrs. Mirjam Günther-van der Meij, MA
(AIO)
Drs. Jildou Popma
Drs. Truus de Vries (till Nov. 2013)
Mrs. Ineke Rienks (MA)
Communication officer / Web editor Mr. Tjeerd Rintjema
Information specialist
Mrs. Elly Albers
Secretary
Mrs. Adrie Kaspers
Secretary EBLT
Mrs. Reina van der Meer (till Sept ’13)
8.3 Affiliated research contacts
Member of the team is also Dr. Tseard de Graaf, a specialist in phonology
and endangered languages. He is retired but very active and functions as
senior guest researcher for the Mercator Research Centre. Two other active
research affiliates are:
- Senior honorary researcher Prof. Durk Gorter, working as research
professor for Ikerbasque at the University of the Basque Country and
- Prof. dr. Jeroen Darquennes, specialist in multilingualism and working as
professor at the University of Namen/Namur in Belgium.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX I

Goal and mission of the Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning
Mission Statement
Mercator European Research Centre on Multilingualism and Language
Learning
The Mercator European Research Centre on Multilingualism and Language
Learning (formerly Mercator Education) was originally founded in 1987 and
reshaped in 2001. The centre is part of the Fryske Akademy, the scientific
research and educational centre for Fryslân and its people, its language
and its culture.
The Mercator Research Centre is an independent and recognised reference
centre for policy makers and professional workers in the field of multilingual
education and language learning. The Mercator Research Centre brings
Europe to Fryslân and Fryslân to Europe. It is funded by the Province of
Fryslân (Friesland) and the Municipality of Leeuwarden.
Mercator mission statement
 To contribute to multilingual education in a multilingual Europe through
research and by collecting, distributing and applying scientific
knowledge.
Mercator continuously strives to:
 Provide a platform for the academic community as well as practitioners
and policymakers/ politicians.
 Conduct research on multilingualism and its aspects for both
individuals and society.
 Offer a network of research institutes and universities in the field of
multilingualism and function as a platform for the exchange of good
practices.
 Focus on multilingualism in education, including language transmission
in a social context.
 Increase awareness of the benefits of multilingualism and the added
value of regional and minority languages through scientific results.
The values of Mercator
 Supportive of collaboration and working in partnerships
 Professional and working to a high standard
 Continuously learning
 Ambitious and provides a challenging environment for personal growth
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The Mercator European Research Centre on Multilingualism and Language
Learning (Mercator Research Centre in short) aims at the acquisition,
circulation and application of knowledge. The Mercator Research Centre
gathers and mobilises expertise in the field of language learning at school, at
home and through cultural participation in favour of linguistic diversity of
Europe. The Mercator Research Centre is an independent and recognised
reference centre for policy makers and professional workers in the field of
multilingual education and language learning. The Mercator Research Centre
brings Europe to Fryslân and Fryslân to Europe.
Full version in Dutch
Missie van het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en
Taalleren
Meertaligheid als norm en waarde
In zijn aankondiging van de nieuwe strategie voor “Meertaligheid in de EU”
(november
2005)
verklaarde
Eurocommissaris
Jan
Figel,
dat
taalverscheidenheid de kern vormt van de Europese identiteit. De Europese
Commissie hecht belang aan het bevorderen van talen en
taalverscheidenheid in de Unie. Dit is formeel vastgelegd in art. 22 van het
Handvest van fundamentele rechten van de Europese burgers (2000): “De
Unie respecteert de culturele, godsdienstige en taalkundige verscheidenheid.”
De nieuwe Europees commissaris voor Meertaligheid, Leonard Orban,
verklaarde bij zijn aantreden: “We moeten ons taalkundig erfgoed in de
lidstaten koesteren en bevorderen, maar het is ook belangrijk dat we elkaar,
onze buren en partners elders in de EU verstaan. – Het stimuleren van
meertaligheid is een uitstekende manier om de Europese burgers dichter bij
elkaar te brengen.”
Taalverscheidenheid van staten en regio’s veronderstelt meertalige burgers.
Het beleid van de EU en van de Raad van Europa is erop gericht, dat de
Europese burgers elkaar willen en kunnen verstaan. Van Europese burgers
wordt gaandeweg verwacht, dat zij naast de moedertaal (of moedertalen) ten
minste twee andere Europese talen leren, kort samengevat: (2) M + 2. De
beheersing van meerdere talen is ook van belang voor de interculturele
dialoog.
Dit algemene uitgangspunt vraagt beleidsinspanningen op het gebied van de
taalplanning. In de taalplanning wordt onderscheid gemaakt tussen
corpusplanning, statusplanning en planning van het taalleren. Het Mercator
Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren beweegt zich in de
afdeling ‘planning van het taalleren’.
De programma’s van EU en van de Raad van Europa zetten in op de
voorwaarden voor en de kwaliteit van het taalleren, bijvoorbeeld Integrated
Lifelong Learning Programme (2007-2013).
Positie en herkenbaarheid in Europa en in de regio
Het Mercator Kenniscentrum is uitstekend toegerust om expertise en
competenties die op het niveau van de lidstaten en de regio’s ontwikkeld zijn,
te mobiliseren en bij elkaar te brengen. Door de specialistische expertise op
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het gebied van taalverscheidenheid en taalleren draagt het kenniscentrum bij
aan het implementeren van de Europese beleidsprogramma’s op het terrein
van taalverscheidenheid en taalleren.
 Het Mercator Kenniscentrum groeit uit tot een onafhankelijke en erkende
instelling waar zowel de beleidsmakers als de professionele werkers in het
veld met vertrouwen gebruik van kunnen maken.
 Het Mercator Kenniscentrum groeit uit tot een Europees toonaangevend
kenniscentrum op het gebied van meertaligheid en taalleren, waarbij zowel
aandacht is voor het leren op school als voor de taaloverdracht buiten het
onderwijs (thuis, op het werk, in de vrije tijd, door cultuurparticipatie). Het
kenniscentrum bevordert de expertise en brengt de experts op dit terrein
bij elkaar en draagt hiermee bij aan het Europese streven dat alle
Europese burgers meer talen spreken en leren.
 Het Mercator Kenniscentrum draagt in de regio bij aan de versterking van
de positie van ‘Leeuwarden Kennisstad’. Het kenniscentrum is herkenbaar
in en voor de stad Leeuwarden, hoofdstad van de tweetalige provincie
Fryslân.
 Het Mercator kenniscentrum bevordert de deskundigheid van alle
professionele werkers in de regio op het gebied van taalleren en
meertaligheid.
Focus
De focus is de meertaligheid van het individu in de sociale en culturele
context, zowel thuis als op school, in de werksituatie en in de sociale
omgeving (verenigingen, maatschappelijke organisaties en (zorg-)instellingen)
en de culturele sfeer (toneel, muziek, film). Het onderzoek is gericht op het
leren en onderwijzen van talen als moedertaal, als tweede taal en als
vreemde taal. De taalverscheidenheid van Europa komt in de eerste plaats tot
uitdrukking in de aandacht voor de autochtone regionale en minderheidstalen
in Europa. Naast het leren op school is er ook aandacht voor taalbeleving en
taaloverdracht in de culturele context. Meertalige taaluitingen zoals muziek,
lezen en literatuur, voordracht en toneel zijn belangrijke elementen van de
beleving en ontwikkeling van taalverscheidenheid van de gemeenschap en
van het individu. De taakstelling bestaat uit drie elementen:
 Kennisverwerving
Het Mercator Kenniscentrum legt zich toe op nieuw onderzoek betreffende
meertaligheid, veelal in samenwerking met hogescholen en universiteiten
in Fryslân en Nederland en met partnerinstituten in de EU.
Het Mercator Kenniscentrum continueert de taak van kennisbeheer door
middel van een digitaal info- en documentatiecentrum op het gebied van
regionale en minderheidstalen.
 Kenniscirculatie
Het Mercator Kenniscentrum is een transferpunt van kennis door
disseminatie van de kennis d.m.v.:
o de Regionale Dossiers, de Mercator Newsletter, Q&A en de eigen
website (www.mercator-research.eu);
o bijdrage leveren aan het verwerven van kennis door studenten
(bachelor, master) en professionele werkers in opvoeding en onderwijs
d.m.v. scriptie, stage en projecten;
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o actualiseren van kennis van docenten, opleiders, onderwijsbegeleiders
d.m.v. seminars, workshops en congressen (regionaal, nationaal en
internationaal).
Kennistoepassing
De expertise van het Mercator Kenniscentrum wordt door de professionele
werkers in het veld toegepast in projecten op het gebied van voorschoolse
vorming, vernieuwing in taalonderwijs, pedagogische concepten in
meertalig onderwijs, taalverwerving en integraal taalbeleid. Verder
advisering over meertalig onderwijs aan scholen en lerarenopleidingen en
aan schoolbesturen, locale en regionale overheden.

Uit de samenhang van deze drie elementen – en de uitkomsten in termen van
praktisch bruikbare instrumenten en adviezen – blijkt de waarde van het
Mercator Kenniscentrum in de kennisinfrastructuur m.b.t. meertaligheid en
taalleren, namelijk in het geheel van instituties die als primaire doelstelling
hebben het verwerven, het beheren en de distributie van kennis.
Europese positie
Met deze taken is het Mercator Kenniscentrum een onafhankelijk en erkend
focuscentrum voor beleidsmakers, onderzoekers en opleiders op het gebied
van taalverscheidenheid en het leren van talen. Hiermee levert het Mercator
Kenniscentrum ook een bijdrage aan de sociale cohesie en sociale
duurzaamheid van meertalige gebieden in Europa.
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APPENDIX II

METIS, overview 2013 FSW: A complete overview of all
publications, articles, lectures etc.
Proefskrift, yntern
Dijkstra, J.E. (2013, oktober 10). Growing up with Frisian and Dutch. The role

of language input in the early development of Frisian and Dutch among
preschool children in Friesland. Universiteit van Amsterdam (187 pag.)
(Leeuwarden: Fryske Akademy). Prom./coprom.: prof. dr. F. Kuiken, prof. dr.
R.J. Jorna & dr. E.L. Klinkenberg.
Redaksje tydskrift / Refereeskip
Benedictus- van den Berg, S.W. & Rienks, I (Eds.). (2013). Regional dossiers

series.
Redaksje bondel
Graaf, T. de & Kasten, E. (Eds.). (2013). Sustaining Indigenous Knowledge :

Learning Tools and Community Initiatives for Preserving Endangered
Languages and Local Cultural Heritage (SEC Publications). Fürstenberg:
Verlag der Kulturstiftung Sibirien.
Artikel, net refereed
Hemminga, P. (2013). De gouden oere fan it provinsjebestjoer. De Moanne.

Algemien-kultureel opinyblêd, 12(5), 18-21.
Artikel, net wittenskiplik
Meer, C. van der (2013). Interview :Cor van der Meer talks about
multilingualism, endangered languages and social cohesion. ElT News, 286,
14.
Meer, C. van der (2013). Interview with Cor van der Meer. Dialogue. Center

for social integration policy, 1(1), 13-14.
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Meer, C. van der (2013). Mercator : Europeesk Kenniscentrum foar
Meartalichheid en Taallearen. De Moanne. Algemien-kultureel opinyblêd, 3637.
Haadstik yn bondel
Gorter, D. (2013). Meartalich ûnderwiis foar it Baskysk en it Frysk: in ferliking.
In H. Brand, B. Groen, E. Hoekstra & C. van der Meer (Eds.), De tienduizend

dingen. Feestbundel voor Reinier Salverda (Fryske Akademy, 1075) (pp. 463476). Ljouwert: Fryske Akademy.
Graaf, T. de (2013). De rol van een Friese zeeman en andere westerse
invloeden in de grensgebieden van Rusland en Japan. In Hanno Brand, Ben
Groen, Eric Hoekstra & Cor.van.der Meer (Eds.), De tienduizend dingen:

Feestbundel voor Reinier Salverda (Fryske Akademy, 1075) (pp. 159-174).
Ljouwert /Leeuwarden: Fryske Akademy.
Graaf, T. de & Shiraishi, H. (2013). Documentation and Revitalization of Two
Endangered Languages in Eastern Asia: Nivkh and Ainu. In Tjeerd.de Graaf &
Erich Kasten (Eds.), Sustaining Indigenous Knowledge : Learning Tools and

Community Initiatives for Preserving Endangered Languages and Local
Cultural Heritage (SEC Publications) (pp. 49-64). Verlag Kulturstiftung
Sibirien.
Graaf, T. de (2013). Endangered Languages and Endangered Archives in
Russia. In J. Fishman, D. Singleton, L. Aronin & M. Ó Laoire (Eds.), Current

Multilingualism : A New Linguistic Dispensation (pp. 279-297). Boston/Berlin:
De Gruyter Mouton.
Graaf, T. de (2013). Fond Kul’tury Narodov Sibiri i Ispol’zovanie
Informatsionnykh Tekhnologii dlja Sokhranenija i Prepodavanija Jazykov
Korennykh Malochislennykh Narodov = The Foundation for Siberian Cultures
and the Use of Information Technology for the Safeguarding and Teaching of
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Aboriginal Languages. In Istorija i Kul’tura Korennykh Narodov Dal’nego

Vostoka = History and Culture of the Aboriginal Peoples in the Russian Far
East (pp. 65-70). Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.
Graaf, T. de (2013). The Use of Sound Archives for the Investigation,
Teaching and Safeguarding of Some Endangered Languages and Siberian
Cultures. In Charlotte Gooskens & René.van Bezooijen (Eds.), Phonetics in

Europe, Perception and Production (pp. 83-99). Frankfurt am Main: Peter
Lang Edition.
Graaf, T. de (2013). Witsens Noord- en Oost-Tartarye: Ruslands
grensgebieden met Japan, China en Mongolië. In N.A. Kraft van Ermel &
J.S.A.M..van Koningsbrugge (Eds.), Nederland en Rusland, een paar apart?

400 jaar Nederlands-Russische betrekkingen (pp. 286-311). Groningen:
Instituut voor Noord- en Oost-Europese Studies.
Hemminga, P. (2013). Boargemasters yn Fryslân 1945-2011. In H. Brand, B.
Groen, E. Hoekstra & C. van der Meer (Eds.), De tienduizend dingen.

Feestbundel voor Reinier Salverda (Fryske Akademy, 1075) (pp. 213-224).
Ljouwert: Fryske Akademy.
Meer, C. van der, Riemersma, A.M.J. & West, J.F. van der (2013). Mercator
op 'e kaart sette. In H. Brand, B. Groen, E. Hoekstra & C. van der Meer
(Eds.), De tienduizend dingen : Feestbundel voor Reinier Salverda (Fryske
Akademy, 1075) (pp. 477-488). Ljouwert/Leeuwarden: Fryske Akademy.
Rapport
Areny, M., Forniès, D., Mayans, P. & Rienks, I (2013). Catalan: The Catalan

Language in Education in Spain (2nd edition). (Regional dossiers series).
Leeuwarden/Ljouwert: Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning.
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Gorter, D. & Arocena, E. (2013). The mutilingual classroom in primary

education in the Basque country and Friesland: beliefs of teachers and their
language practices. Leeuwarden: Mercator European Research Centre on
Multilingualism and Language Learning in collaboration with Eusko Jaurlaritza
Gobierno Vasco.
Østern, A.L., Ekholm, S., Harju-Luukainen, H. & Benedictus- van den Berg,
S.W. (2013). Swedish: The Swedish Language in Education in Finland (2nd

edition). (Regional dossiers series). Leeuwarden/Ljouwert: Mercator
European Research Centre on Multilingualism and Language Learning.
Keynote lêzing
Gorter, D. (2013, januari 25). Fryske Akademy 75 & FSW 25 & Mercator 25 &

Tjeerd de Graaf's 75th birthday. Ljouwert/Leeuwarden, Anniversary
Symposium: 75 years Fryske Akademy, 25 years Mercator Research and
Tjeerd de Graaf's 75th birthday.
Meer, C. van der (2013, juni 13). 34th TABU dag. Groningen, Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen, Words of welcome by Chair Cor van der Meer.
Meer, C. van der (2013, september 26). Multilingualism and New Media.
Brussels, Presentation at the Vlaams Parlement at the Ministry of Education.
Witttenskiplike lêzing
Boomstra, N.W. (2013, maart 25). Parental beliefs of bilingual Antillean

mothers: stability of the construct and comparison with monolingual Dutch
group. Brussel, Symposium Multilingualism at work group about language
(WOT) Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
Dijkstra, J.E. (2013, november 29). Early child language in Fryslân. Iere

bernetaal yn Fryslân. Leeuwarden/Ljouwert, Fryske Akademy, Sympoasium
‘Fryslân en de wrâld’ ter gelegenheid fan it ôfskied fan prof. dr. Reinier
Salverda.
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Dijkstra, J.E., Kuiken, F., Jorna, R.J. & Klinkenberg, E.L. (2013, augustus 30).

Language input and its role in the early bilingual vocabulary and
morphosyntax. Amsterdam, EUROSLA 23.
Dijkstra, J.E., Kuiken, F., Jorna, R.J. & Klinkenberg, E.L. (2013, maart 25).

Language input and the early vocabulary and morphosyntax in Frisian and
Dutch. Brussel, Werkgroep Over Taal, Vrije Universiteit.
Dijkstra, J.E., Kuiken, F., Jorna, R.J. & Klinkenberg, E.L. (2013, juni 13). The

early bilingual acquisition of a minority and majority language. Groningen,
34th TABU Dag, Workshop Minority Languages in a Multilingual Europe.
Graaf, T. de (2013, december 13). "Voices from the Indigenous Siberia, with

an Emphasis on Yukaghir"". Amsterdam : Amsterdam Center for Language
and Communication of the University of Amsterdam ( ACLC), Presentation at
the International Conference on the occasion of the end of the research
project "Tundra Yukaghir".
Graaf, T. de (2013, december 16). Description of Minority Languages in

Russia on the Basis of Historical Data and Field Work. Helsinki, Presentation
at Conference "Language Revitalization in a Russian and European Context:
Exploring Solutions for Minority Language Maintenance.
Graaf, T. de (2013, juni 07). Some Russian-Dutch projects for the Study of

Minority Languages and Cultures in Russia. St. Petersburg, Presentation
Conference on Russia-the Netherlands: Cross-European Dialogue of
Cultures, 7-9 June 2013.
Graaf, T. de (2013, oktober 17). Taal, cultuur en geschiedenis van de

Mennonieten in Rusland en Canada. Praag, Praagse perspectieven.
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Günther-van der Meij, M.T. (2013, maart 08). Could it be easier for fluent

bilinguals than for non-fluent bilinguals to learn a third language? University of
Groningen, Anéla Juniorendag.
Günther-van der Meij, M.T. (2013, maart 25). Could it be easier for fluent

bilinguals than for non-fluent bilinguals to learn a third language? Brussels,
Symposium on Multilingualism at Workgroup about Language (WoT) at the
Vrije Universiteit Brussels.
Meer, C. van der (2013, juni 14). Multilingual Early Language Transmission

MELT Project. Athens, 1st. Hellenic Conference on Early Language Learning,
14-16 June 2013.
Meer, C. van der (2013, april 17). Multilingualism in Europe, policy and some

case studies. Kazachstan, Almati, International conference 16-17 April 2013.
Salverda, R. & Meer, C. van der (2013, juni 17). New Media for

Multilingualism: Practice and Research Questions. London, School of Oriental
and African Studies, presentation at symposium: ' Multilingual & Multicultural
Communication'.
West, J.F. van der & Klinkenberg, E.L. (2013, september 12). A new language

survey in Fryslân – Frisian revisited? GRAZ, ICML XIV.
Publykslêzing
Benedictus- van den Berg, S.W. (2013, september 21). Taalbeleid in

Nederland en Fryslân (bijdrage aan ronde tafel 'De Franse taal in de context
van de Nederlandse meertaligheid'. Institut francais, Amsterdam,
Openingscongres Kenniscentrum Frankrijk-Nederland.
Boomstra, N.W. (2013, september 06). Mear taal, mear kâns: in meartalich

projekt foar Antilliaanske gesinnen. Leeuwarden, Akademydei 2013, 75 jier
Fryske Akademy.
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Dijkstra, J.E., Kuiken, F., Jorna, R.J. & Klinkenberg, E.L. (2013, juni 08). De

rol fan taalynput yn ’e wurdskatûntwikkeling fan pjutten yn Fryslân.
Leeuwarden/Ljouwert, Lededei Fryske Akademy.
West, J.F. van der (2013, juni 18). Fryske Akademy en it Mercator

Kennissintrum. Ljouwert, Week van de Uitwisseling.
West, J.F. van der (2013, april 13). Presentation Fryske Akademy and

multilingual education in Fryslân. Ljouwert, study visit Europees Platform.
Organisaasje kongres
Meer, C. van der & Benedictus- van den Berg, S.W. (2013). Taalrijk Europa beleid en praktijk in Fryslân, Nederland en Europa. Symposium Language
Rich Europe: Leeuwarden (2013, maart 01).
Organisaasje ynternasj. kongres
Haugh Hilton, N. & Meer, C. van der (2013). Multilingualism- The Key
Debates. International Conference / member of Scientific Committee:
Leeuwarden (2013, september 12 - 2013, september 14).
Meer, C. van der & Salverda, R. (2013). Anniversary Symposium: 75 years
Fryske Akademy, 25 years Mercator Research and Tjeerd de Graaf's 75th
birthday.
Meer, C. van der & Vries, G.R. de (2013). Expert Seminar on "The
Ethnocultural Dimensions in Education" both in primary and secondary levels.
Meer, C. van der (2013). LEARNME Workshop Revisiting, reanalysing and
redefining research on linguistic diversity: media, education and policy.
LEARNME : Language and Education Addressed through Research and
Networking: Aberystwyth University (Wales) (2013, oktober 17 - 2013, oktober
18).
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Meer, C. van der & Salverda, R. (2013). Multilingual & Multicultural
Communication. PreConference to the 63rd International Communication
Association's Annual Meeting: London (2013, juni 17).
Meer, C. van der (2013). Workshop Minority Languages in a Multicultural
Europe. 34th TABU dag International linguistics conference: Groningen,
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (2013, juni 13).
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APPENDIX III
PRESS RELEASES: A complete overview of all press releases of the
Mercator Research Centre in 2013
PARSEBERJOCHT (FRL) - NL-versie onderaan
---------------------------------Fryske Akademy fiert 75-jierrich jubileum
Ljouwert, 21 jannewaris 2013 – It jier 2013 stiet yn it teken fan it 75-jierrich
jubileum fan de Fryske Akademy. Om dat te fieren sille der troch it jier hinne
troch de ûnderskate wittenskiplike dissiplines feestlike aktiviteiten
organisearre wurde foar leden, stipers en oare relaasjes. Op freedtemiddei 25
jannewaris binne de Sosjale Wittenskippen oan bar. Foar harren is it dûbeld
feest, want it Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en
Taallearen, ûnderdiel fan dy fakgroep, bestiet offisjeel 25 jier.
Der is in programma mei lêzingen dy't weromsjogge op resultaten en
súksessen en lêzingen dy’t foarútsjogge nei de takomst fan de Fryske
Akademy. Tema's as bedrige talen, minderheidstalen en meartaligens yn
Europeesk perspektyf komme oan ’e oarder. Under de sprekkers binne Durk
Gorter (Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science), Anna Pauwels (SOAS,
School for Oriental and African Studies, University of London), Jeroen
Darquennes (University of Namur) en Tjeerd de Graaf (Fryske Akademy).
EIN FAN IT BERJOCHT
-------------------------------Noat foar de redaksje, net foar publikaasje:
Wurdfierders foar it Mercator Kennissintrum binne Cor van der Meer, T (058) 234 3063, M 06 - 417 886 22, E cvandermeer@fryske-akademy.nl en Tjeerd
Rintjema, T (058) – 233 69 17, E trintjema@fryske-akademy.nl.
It Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en Taallearen,
ûnderdiel fan de Fryske Akademy, is al 25 jier in ûnôfhinklik en erkend sintrum
foar beliedsmakkers, ûndersikers en oplieders op it mêd fan taalferskaat en it
learen fan talen. Dêrmei leveret it Mercator Kennissintrum ek in bydrage oan
de sosjale koheezje en sosjale duorsumens fan meartalige gebieten yn
Europa. It Mercator Kennissintrum bringt Europa nei Fryslân en Fryslân nei
Europa.
Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en Taallearen p/a
Fryske Akademy, Doelestrjitte 8, Postbus 54, 8900 AB Ljouwert/Leeuwarden,
T (058) 213 1414, E mercator@fryske-akademy.nl, W www.mercatorresearch.eu
Folgje ús op Twitter: @FryskeAkademy
---------------------------------PERSBERICHT (NL)
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---------------------------------Fryske Akademy viert 75-jarig jubileum
Leeuwarden, 21 januari 2013 - Het jaar 2013 staat in het teken van het 75jarig jubileum van de Fryske Akademy. Om dat te vieren zullen er door het
jaar heen door de verschillende wetenschappelijke disciplines feestelijke
activiteiten georganiseerd worden voor leden, donateurs en andere relaties.
Op vrijdagmiddag 25 januari is het de beurt aan de Sociale Wetenschappen.
Voor hen is het dubbel feest, want het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum
voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren, onderdeel van die vakgroep, bestaat officieel
25 jaar.
Er is een programma met lezingen die terugkijken op resultaten en successen
en lezingen die vooruitkijken naar de toekomst van de Fryske Akademy.
Thema's als bedreigde talen, minderheidstalen en meertaligheid in Europees
perspectief komen aan bod. Onder de sprekers zijn Durk Gorter (Ikerbasque,
Basque Foundation for Science), Anna Pauwels (SOAS, School for Oriental
and African Studies, University of London), Jeroen Darquennes (University of
Namur) en Tjeerd de Graaf (Fryske Akademy).
EINDE BERICHT
-------------------------------Noot voor de redactie, niet voor publicatie:
Woordvoerders namens het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum zijn Cor van
der Meer, T (058) - 234 3063, M 06 - 417 886 22, E cvandermeer@fryskeakademy.nl en Tjeerd Rintjema, T (058) – 233 69 17, E trintjema@fryskeakademy.nl.
Het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren,
onderdeel van de Fryske Akademy, is al 25 jaar een onafhankelijk en erkend
centrum voor beleidsmakers, onderzoekers en opleiders op het gebied van
taaldiversiteit en het leren van talen. Hiermee levert het Mercator
Kenniscentrum ook een bijdrage aan de sociale cohesie en sociale
duurzaamheid van meertalige gebieden in Europa. Het Mercator
Kenniscentrum brengt Europa naar Fryslân en Fryslân naar Europa.
Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren p/a
Fryske Akademy, Doelestrjitte 8, Postbus 54, 8900 AB Ljouwert/Leeuwarden,
T (058) 213 1414, E mercator@fryske-akademy.nl, W www.mercatorresearch.eu, W www.fryske-akademy.nl
Volg ons op Twitter: @FryskeAkademy
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PARSEBERJOCHT (FRL) - NL-versie onderaan
---------------------------------------It Frysk besjoen út nasjonaal en ynternasjonaal perspektyf wei
Taalryk Europa - Belied en praktyk yn Fryslân, Nederlân en Europa
Ljouwert 18 febrewaris 2013 - It Mercator Kennissintrum fan de Fryske
Akademy en de British Council organisearje tegearre it sympoasium 'Taalryk
Europa - belied en praktyk yn Fryslân, Nederlân en Europa' op 1 maart 2013
by de Fryske Akademy yn Ljouwert.
It Language Rich Europe projekt hat yn oparbeidzjen mei regionale partners
(ûnder oaren de Fryske Akademy), taal en taalbelied ûndersocht yn mear as
tweintich lannen en regio's. Dêrby is net allinnich sjoen nei ûnderwiis, mar ek
nei oare domeinen, lykas media, bedriuwslibben en publike tsjinstferliening.
Ut it ûndersyk docht bliken dat meartaligens yn Nederlân noch fierder
ûntwikkele wurde kin: de oerheid leit de klam op it Nederlânsk, yn it ûnderwiis
wurdt in beheind spektrum fan frjemde talen oanbean en ymmigrantetalen
komme net oan bod. Dêrfoar is de posysje fan it Frysk better ferankere en it
Frysk makket fêst ûnderdiel út fan it ûnderwiis; mar al nei't de learling âlder
wurdt, is der minder omtinken foar de taal. Yn oare domeinen bestiet ek
belied dat spesifyk op de Fryske taal rjochte is.
It Frysk liket dus as foarbyld tsjinje te kinnen foar oare talen, mar is dat wol
sa? Op hokker mêd kin noch folle mear wûn wurde foar it Frysk? En yn
watfoar sin kin it (belied oangeande it) Frysk as foarbyld tsjinje op nasjonaal
en faaks ek ynternasjonaal nivo?
Dêroer sil diskussjearre wurde op it sympoasium yn Ljouwert, mei it doel om
oanrikkemedaasjes te formulearjen dy't ûnderdiel útmeitsje sille fan it
Language Rich Europe projekt. Fierder binne der lêzings fan prof. dr. Guus
Extra, emearitus heechlearaar Taal en Minderheden (Universiteit Tilburg),
prof. dr. Reinier Salverda, direkteur-bestjoerder Fryske Akademy en drs.
Tsjerk Bottema, senior beliedsmeiwurker taal en media (Provinsje Fryslân).
De ôfslutende presintaasje fan alle útkomsten sil op 5 maart holden wurde yn
Brussel.
Mear ynformaasje is te finen op www.mercator-research.eu, yn it blok
'upcoming events'.
EIN FAN IT BERJOCHT
---------------------------------Noat foar de redaksje, net foar publikaasje:
Wurdfierders foar it Mercator Kennissintrum binne Cor van der Meer, T (058) 234 3063, M 06 - 417 886 22, E cvandermeer@fryske-akademy.nl en Tjeerd
Rintjema, T (058) – 233 69 17, E trintjema@fryske-akademy.nl.
It Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en Taallearen,
ûnderdiel fan de Fryske Akademy, is al 25 jier in ûnôfhinklik en erkend sintrum
foar beliedsmakkers, ûndersikers en oplieders op it mêd fan taalferskaat en it
learen fan talen. Dêrmei leveret it Mercator Kennissintrum ek in bydrage oan
de sosjale koheezje en sosjale duorsumens fan meartalige gebieten yn
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Europa. It Mercator Kennissintrum bringt Europa nei Fryslân en Fryslân nei
Europa.
Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en Taallearen p/a
Fryske Akademy, Doelestrjitte 8, Postbus 54, 8900 AB Ljouwert/Leeuwarden,
T (058) 213 1414, E mercator@fryske-akademy.nl, W www.mercatorresearch.eu

PERSBERICHT (NL)
---------------------------------Het Fries bekeken vanuit nationaal en internationaal perspectief
Taalrijk Europa – Beleid en praktijk in Fryslân, Nederland en Europa
Leeuwarden 18 februari 2013 - Het Mercator Kenniscentrum van de Fryske
Akademy en de British Council organiseren gezamenlijk het symposium
‘Taalrijk Europa – beleid en praktijk in Fryslân, Nederland en Europa’ op 1
maart 2013 bij de Fryske Akademy te Leeuwarden.
Het Language Rich Europe project heeft in samenwerking met regionale
partners, waaronder de Fryske Akademy, taal en taalbeleid onderzocht in
meer dan twintig landen en regio’s. Daarbij is niet alleen gekeken naar het
onderwijs, maar ook naar andere domeinen zoals media, het bedrijfsleven en
publieke dienstverlening. Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat meertaligheid in
Nederland nog verder ontwikkeld kan worden: de overheid legt de nadruk op
het Nederlands, binnen het onderwijs wordt een beperkt spectrum van
vreemde talen aangeboden en immigrantentalen komen niet aan bod. De
positie van het Fries, daarentegen, is beter verankerd en het Fries maakt vast
deel uit van het onderwijs; maar naarmate de leerling ouder wordt, is er
minder aandacht voor de taal. Binnen andere domeinen is er ook beleid
specifiek gericht op de Friese taal.
Het Fries lijkt dus als voorbeeld te kunnen dienen voor andere talen, maar
klopt dat wel? Op welke terreinen kan nog veel gewonnen worden voor het
Fries? En in welke zin kan het (beleid rondom het) Fries als voorbeeld dienen
op nationaal en misschien zelfs internationaal niveau?
Hierover zal gediscussiëerd worden op het symposium in Leeuwarden, met
als doel om aanbevelingen te formuleren die deel zullen uitmaken van de
uitkomsten van het Language Rich Europe project. Daarnaast zijn er lezingen
van prof. dr. Guus Extra, emeritus hoogleraar Taal en Minderheden
(Universiteit Tilburg), prof. dr. Reinier Salverda, directeur-bestuurder Fryske
Akademy en drs. Tsjerk Bottema, senior beleidsmedewerker taal en media
(Provinsje Fryslân). De afsluitende presentatie van alle uitkomsten zal
plaatsvinden op 5 maart in Brussel.
Meer informatie is te vinden op www.mercator-research.eu, links onder
‘upcoming events’.
EINDE BERICHT
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Noot voor de redactie, niet voor publicatie:
Woordvoerders namens het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum zijn Cor van
der Meer, T (058) - 234 3063, M 06 - 417 886 22, E cvandermeer@fryskeakademy.nl en Tjeerd Rintjema, T (058) – 233 69 17, E trintjema@fryskeakademy.nl.
Het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren,
onderdeel van de Fryske Akademy, is al 25 jaar een onafhankelijk en erkend
centrum voor beleidsmakers, onderzoekers en opleiders op het gebied van
taaldiversiteit en het leren van talen. Hiermee levert het Mercator
Kenniscentrum ook een bijdrage aan de sociale cohesie en sociale
duurzaamheid van meertalige gebieden in Europa. Het Mercator
Kenniscentrum brengt Europa naar Fryslân en Fryslân naar Europa.
Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren p/a
Fryske Akademy, Doelestrjitte 8, Postbus 54, 8900 AB Ljouwert/Leeuwarden,
T (058) 213 1414, E mercator@fryske-akademy.nl, W www.mercatorresearch.eu, W www.fryske-akademy.nl
PARSEBERJOCHT (FRL) - NL-versie onderaan
---------------------------------De etnokulturele diminsje yn it ûnderwiis
Expert Seminar by de Fryske Akademy
Ljouwert, 16 oktober 2013 - Yn gearwurking mei it Baskyske Regear
organisearret it Mercator Kennissintrum fan de Fryske Akademy in expert
seminar mei as tema “The ethnocultural dimensions in education”. Dat sil
plakfine fan 23 o/m 25 oktober.
Der sil in ferskaat oan sprekkers út meartalige regio’s fan Europa komme. Sy
sille presintaasjes jaan oer hoe’t de rol fan kultuer (sjongen, dûnsjen, sport,
iten, drinken, ensafuorthinne) yn it ûnderwiis yn harren regio foarmjûn is. It
seminar sil safolle mooglik in praktyske ynslach hawwe.
De woansdeis en tongersdeis fynt it plak yn kongressintrum 'It Aljemint'
(Doelestrjitte 4-6, Ljouwert) en de freeds yn Ketlik en Oranjewâld.
Eltsenien is fan herten wolkom om oan it seminar diel te nimmen.
It programma en it opjefteformulier binne te finen op de webside fan Mercator
www.mercator-research.eu (Ingelsktalich).
Twitter: #ESLWD13
EIN FAN IT BERJOCHT
-------------------------------Noat foar de redaksje, net foar publikaasje:
Wurdfierders foar it Mercator Kennissintrum binne Cor van der Meer, T (058) 234 3063, M 06 - 417 886 22, E cvandermeer@fryske-akademy.nl en Tjeerd
Rintjema, T (058) – 233 69 17, E trintjema@fryske-akademy.nl.
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It Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en Taallearen,
ûnderdiel fan de Fryske Akademy, is al 25 jier in ûnôfhinklik en erkend sintrum
foar beliedsmakkers, ûndersikers en oplieders op it mêd fan taalferskaat en it
learen fan talen. Dêrmei leveret it Mercator Kennissintrum ek in bydrage oan
de sosjale koheezje en sosjale duorsumens fan meartalige gebieten yn
Europa. It Mercator Kennissintrum bringt Europa nei Fryslân en Fryslân nei
Europa.
Mercator Europeesk Kennissintrum foar Meartaligens en Taallearen p/a
Fryske Akademy, Doelestrjitte 8, Postbus 54, 8900 AB Ljouwert/Leeuwarden,
T (058) 213 1414, E mercator@fryske-akademy.nl, W www.mercatorresearch.eu
Folgje ús op Twitter: @FryskeAkademy
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PERSBERICHT (NL)
---------------------------------De etnoculturele dimensie in het onderwijs
Expert Seminar bij de Fryske Akademy
Leeuwarden, 16 oktober 2013 - In samenwerking met de Baskische overheid
organiseert het Mercator Kenniscentrum van de Fryske Akademy een expert
seminar met als thema “The ethnocultural dimensions in education”. Dit zal
plaatsvinden van 23 t/m 25 oktober.
Er zullen diverse sprekers uit meertalige regio's in Europa komen. Zij zullen
presentaties geven over hoe de rol van cultuur (zingen, dansen, sport, eten,
drinken, enzovoort) in het onderwijs in hun regio is vormgegeven. Het seminar
zal zoveel mogelijk een praktische inslag hebben.
Op woensdag en donderdag vindt het plaats in congres- en studiecentrum 'It
Aljemint' (Doelestraat 4-6, Leeuwarden) en op vrijdag in Katlijk en
Oranjewoud.
Iedereen is van harte welkom om aan het seminar deel te nemen.
Het programma en het inschrijfformulier zijn te vinden op de website van
Mercator: www.mercator-research.eu (Engelstalig).
Twitter: #ESLWD13
EINDE BERICHT
-------------------------------Noot voor de redactie, niet voor publicatie:
Woordvoerders namens het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum zijn Cor van
der Meer, T (058) - 234 3063, M 06 - 417 886 22, E cvandermeer@fryskeakademy.nl en Tjeerd Rintjema, T (058) – 233 69 17, E trintjema@fryskeakademy.nl.
Het Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren,
onderdeel van de Fryske Akademy, is al 25 jaar een onafhankelijk en erkend
centrum voor beleidsmakers, onderzoekers en opleiders op het gebied van
taaldiversiteit en het leren van talen. Hiermee levert het Mercator
Kenniscentrum ook een bijdrage aan de sociale cohesie en sociale
duurzaamheid van meertalige gebieden in Europa. Het Mercator
Kenniscentrum brengt Europa naar Fryslân en Fryslân naar Europa.
Mercator Europees Kenniscentrum voor Meertaligheid en Taalleren p/a
Fryske Akademy, Doelestrjitte 8, Postbus 54, 8900 AB Ljouwert/Leeuwarden,
T (058) 213 1414, E mercator@fryske-akademy.nl, W www.mercatorresearch.eu, W www.fryske-akademy.nl
Volg ons op Twitter: @FryskeAkademy
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APPENDIX IV
PUBLICATIONS: In popular media, newspapers, television, radio,
internet etc.
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APPENDIX V
Invitation Language Rich Europe Symposium
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